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Executive Summary 
 
The sample survey is a key invention of the social sciences, the 
basic instrument of measurement for studies of human thought and 
behaviour offering generalisable information about large scale 
populations.  As the social sciences mature, they have 
demonstrated their ability to conduct large scientific collaborative 
endeavours.  The European Social Survey has achieved world 
renown in the social sciences as a uniquely successful cutting edge 
multi-national scientific initiative (e.g., the first social science 
recipient of the Descartes prize).  It has improved standards of 
methodological rigour and transparency: raising international 
standards of fieldwork, questionnaire design and sampling for other 
European social surveys and market research, especially in 
countries which lack accumulated expertise in survey research.   It 
has strengthened European cooperation and sharing 
multidisciplinary knowledge within the global scientific community.  
It has encouraged professional standards for the wide and timely 
dissemination of, and access to, social scientific data.  It has 
generated new insights and knowledge on key issues, problems, 
and topics within the social sciences, such as social capital and civic 
engagement, the integration of immigrant populations into 
European societies, and attitudes toward climate change.  It is 
training the next generation of European social scientists in the 
collection and use scientific survey methods. 
 
The most obvious evidence of success of the ESS is that its 
leadership has mounted three rounds of data collection in an 
environment that was not constructed to be supportive of such 
cross-national endeavours.  While this success is laudable, the 
future of ESS is not guaranteed, even under the new infrastructure 
funding possible as a result of the ESFRI process.   
 
In the full report, the panel forwards 22 recommendations for the 
ESS: 
 

 
 

 

Recommendation 1:  The panel unanimously finds that the importance of ESS, its 
demonstrated success in initial launch, and its clear signals of impact justify fully 
continuous funding at levels necessary to achieve its vision and maintain its quality. 

Recommendation 2:  ESS should consider more outreach to intellectual communities 
that could benefit from ESS data but which are not yet part of the ESS network.  
These include, for example, behavioral and labor economists, researchers in social 
environment and health, scholars in communications, international relations, 
geography, and women studies. 
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Recommendation 4: ESS should enrich the contextual data available to users (e.g., 
adding neighborhood characteristics through interviewer observation, statistical office 
data for spatial units, country-level aggregate data), even if this reduces the amount of 
resources available for the event data. 

Recommendation 8: ESS should increase studies of nonresponse bias, given the 
increasing risks posed by falling response rates. 

Recommendation 9: Creating a multilingual web site for NESTAR and ESS data should 
be hastened because it is an important tool to widen the user base.  The ESS website 
should be transformed into a multilingual site as soon as possible. 

Recommendation 11: The funding of ESS should contain incentives to encourage 
analysis and publication using ESS data (e.g., analysis grants by research councils, 
prizes for best paper from ESS, an ESS working paper series, an annual volume of 
best articles using ESS, workshops on analyzing data, commitment of module authors 
to write a report on modules, fellowships supporting ESS analysis by PhD students, 
post-docs for ESS analysis programs, the costs of translation to English), all in an 
attempt to widen the user base and scientific output of ESS. 

Recommendation 7: ESS has produced quantitative data on response rates, 
indicators of nonresponse bias, and estimates of validity and reliability on some items.  
However, survey estimates have other dimensions of quality (e.g., coverage of the 
target population, sampling variance, and other measurement errors).  More such 
quantitative indicators would help ESS users.  

Recommendation 6:  ESS should develop a quality framework for all components of 
measurement.  The framework would guide the expansion of quantitative indicators of 
field data collection performance made available to ESS users. 

Recommendation 3: The researchers proposing chosen question modules should be 
required to make a scientific presentation at an SAB meeting within two years of the 
release of the round's data.  This presentation ought to have the format of an article 
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, a book-length monograph, or equivalent 
publications. 

Recommendation 5:  ESS is the only European-wide survey based on comparable 
probability samples.  The asset is a necessary condition for measurable survey quality.  
Data collection in future rounds should also be based on probability samples. 

Recommendation 10: The ties between researchers in different parts of Europe might 
be deepened by a number of ESS activities for instance by expanding the training 
courses, both for methodological topics and for social theory topics. 
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Recommendation 19:  In its new infrastructure status, ESS should have funds for an 
active public outreach function, coordinating with the similar functions of the national 
research councils.  This function will seek to make the discoveries relevant to school 
children, social and community organisations, and other important components of the 
societies. 

Recommendation 12: ESS should issue a call for module proposals through relevant 
media with enough lead time for scientists to assemble the multi-country, multi-
disciplinary team, even if the call must be labeled as ¨contingent on availability of 
funding.¨ 

Recommendation 13: ESS should choose rotating modules through a joint scientific 
panel widely representative of all the social sciences; for example, the editors of the 
major European journals, representatives from the European associations in the social 
sciences, and SAB members.   

Recommendation 14 The methods group should be expanded to include scholars with 
expertise in use of contextual and spatial data, analysis of multi-country data, and 
diverse statistical analysis appropriate to complex survey data. 

Recommendation 15: the Methods group should prepare an annual report to the ESF, 
describing the quality of methods development in the survey. 

Recommendation 16:  The ESF should encourage the full institutionalisation of the 
SAB, with appointment procedures, explicit terms, and rotation of roles.  The SAB 
should create the role of vice-chair, with a fixed term, to promote the development of 
expanded leadership capacity within the SAB. 
  

Recommendation 17: The CCT should similarly create institutional features to assure 
long-term strength;  the CCT should appoint a formal deputy director.

Recommendation 18: ESS needs to monitor emerging themes in key European 
societies, new conceptual frameworks, and cutting-edge new theories, and evaluate 
their import into the ESS measurement. 

Recommendation 20:  ESS needs to articulate a future vision that addresses a) the 
growing demand to add questions and question modules, and to replicate modules, b) 
the long-term decline in survey response rates, c) the promise of alternative modes of 
data collection, including the internet, d) the increasing diversity of European 
populations, and e) the change in meaning of words over time (and the consequent 
need for orderly transition in the core questions) 
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Recommendation 21:  ESF should work with ESS to expand the impact of ESS on 
European social science, through sponsoring workshops with national coordinators on 
sharing advanced survey methods, on how to analyze the cross-national data.  These 
should target both graduate students and university faculty, but also journalists, 
market researchers, and government analysts. 

Recommendation 22:  ESS must be funded to permit active reinventing of its 
measurement approaches to maintain cost efficiency. 
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1.  Background to the Review 
 
The review panel began its work through a series of telephone 
conference calls, the first on 13 September, 2007. It received the 
self-evaluation report of the Central Coordinating Team (CCT) on 15 
October, 2007, and had a conference call with Roger Jowell 
concerning the report.  An important activity of the panel was a 
three day meeting (15-17 November 2007), coinciding with the 
meeting of the Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) of the ESS.  At that 
meeting a large set of interviews was conducted with principals of 
the ESS (see attached agenda).  After the November meeting panel 
members conducted semi-structured interviews with users of the 
ESS data and designed a survey of users of social science data (in 
collaboration with the Central Archive for Empirical Social Research, 
University of Cologne, Germany).  In early January, the panel had 
another teleconference with officials of the European Commission.  
This report was drafted over a series of months, reviewed and 
critiqued during several teleconferences and email exchanges, 
reviewed for factual errors by the CCT of ESS, and then submitted 
to ESF by the panel. 
 
The panel consisted of members with diverse backgrounds and 
alternative viewpoints on the current and potential role of the ESS.  
Through ongoing deliberation it gathered information relevant to 
those alternative viewpoints.  Its findings and recommendations, 
however, are made with full consensus of all members; there is no 
minority report. 
 

2. Overview of the Rationale for a European Social 
Survey 

 
In a report preceding the invention of the ESS, The European Social 
Survey (ESS) – a research instrument for the social sciences in 
Europe, a key rationale for the ESS was forwarded: 
 

“One of the great questions of our times is what in the light of 
continuing differentiation, large-scale migration and 
internationalisation holds contemporary nation states 
together. Not the least, it is the social sciences to which 
politicians, the public and individual citizens alike look for 
guidance in understanding these developments and for help in 
solving problems originating from them. Obviously, this task 
cannot even be begun to be approached without systematic 
continuous empirical study of the phenomena at hand.” (p. 7) 
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The major instrumentation required of the social sciences is the 
sample survey, an invention that was created only in the last 60-70 
years.  The multinational scientific team assembled to design, 
conduct, oversee, and analyse the ESS data is rare in social science 
history.  It is arguably only through a consortium of social scientists 
in each participating country that an integrated focus could be 
achieved. It is only through standardized measurement in multiple 
countries simultaneously collected that the key goals underlying the 
rationale articulated above could be achieved. 
 
The panel makes a substantial number of recommendations on the 
subsequent pages.  The panel is unanimous, however, in wanting to 
forward an overarching recommendation, which is the sine qua non 
of all the recommendations: 
 

 
 

3. Specific Findings of the Review Panel on the 
Evaluative Criteria 

 
The European Science Foundation brief to the review panel 
forwarded 12 specific questions to be addressed by the panel.  This 
section provides answers to those questions.  We have reordered 
the questions to match them to the flow of our report. 
 

3.1 Substantive Contributions of the ESS 
 

Question 1. Has the ESS achieved its goals in terms of data 
comparability across Europe? How successfully was the ESS 
specification adhered to and implemented across the various 
countries at each wave? To what extent is the data 
comparability affected by the combination of multiple data 
collection agencies? Were lessons learnt and changes put in 
place in future rounds?  
 

The ESS has taken quite seriously the need to standardize all 
aspects of the survey measurement process that can affect 
conclusions from the survey.  The greatest visible effort on this is 
focused on a) the use of sampling frames that offer near universal 
coverage of the household populations in each country; b) 
probability sample designs that permit estimation of sampling 
variances for ESS estimates, c) the use of rigorous translation 

Recommendation 1:  The panel unanimously finds that the importance of ESS, its 
demonstrated success in initial launch, and its clear signals of impact justify fully 
continuous funding at levels necessary to achieve its vision and maintain its quality. 
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methods across languages to achieve comparable meaning of 
survey questions, and d) extended attempts to maximize response 
rates and reduce variation in response rates across countries.   

 
The goals of ESS in this regard are state-of-the-art.  In many 
countries, they represent large leaps in research standards.  It must 
be said that the success of ESS in achieving perfect “data 
comparability” is incomplete.  However, the panel believes that 
perfect data comparability must be viewed as the ideal state, never 
fully achievable but always deserving of full attention.  The critical 
question, in the minds of the panel, is whether ESS data are 
increasingly comparable over time.  In that regard, the panel finds 
that the attention of compliance to standards, overseen by the 
ZUMA group; and networking efforts to exchange methods to 
improve participation led by Billiet; and the statistical efforts for 
postsurvey adjustment of Billiet and Vehovar, all represent the 
correct course to achieve increasing data comparability. 
 
The ESS uses separate data collection agencies in each participating 
country.  This presents real challenges, but real opportunities.  
Within-country data collection organisations have local knowledge 
that would take years to develop in a new “pan-European” 
organisation.  With the current arrangements of using existing data 
collection organisations, ESS is contributing to the improvement of 
existing social science infrastructure rather than creating new and 
competing infrastructure.  While other science infrastructure (e.g., 
CERN) is single shared facilities, the panel believes that there is no 
real alternative to current ESS coalition of country-level data 
collection agencies in the near-term future. 
 
The panel did learn, however, that some countries change survey 
organisations over rounds as a simple function of competitive 
processes.  The panel notes that when building scientific data 
collection capability in each country, frequent changes of 
contractors may diminish the quality of each round at the benefit of 
spreading the value of more rigorous methods across more 
organisations.  In the future the SAB should consider the relative 
merits of having one organisation do multiple rounds of ESS versus 
having a new organisation collect the data each round.   
 

Question 3. Do the topics covered both in the core 
questionnaire and in the rotating modules fall within the 
framework set out at the origin of the Survey? To what extent 
is the ESS both theory and policy relevant? Is the mechanism 
for the generation and selection of rotating modules working 
well? Is the Survey encouraging interdisciplinarity?  
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The surveys cover a wide range of topics. The topics may be divided 
into core questions and questions in the rotating modules. Core 
questions include socio-demographic questions as well as a number 
of questions about people’s values (media use, political interests, 
trust in institutions, worldview, religiosity, well-being, family values 
national orientation). ESS constantly monitors the questions in the 
core and some of the questions have been somewhat adjusted. The 
careful methodological procedure includes a test of some new 
questions. Thus, the core includes some test questions that help to 
clarify new ways of measuring. The core also includes a the 
Schwartz’ human values scale as a supplementary set of questions 
 
In general the substantive questions in the core have been carefully 
selected, and most of them have been used successfully in other 
international surveys. In statistical analyses, these questions may 
be used as dependent as well as independent variables. In several 
cases, the items may be combined into constructs.  
 
The ESS self-evaluation report argues that user statistics shows that 
“the coverage is at least sufficiently wide to be of interest to a very 
diverse range of specialist fields” (p. 12) and indeed the core 
questions seem to cover a wide range of relevant values and 
orientations. In some cases, however, the number of questions that 
measure the respondent’s relationship to a specific institution is 
very small (e.g., media use) while in other cases the number of 
questions is quite high (e.g., family values). As far as the panel 
knows, the ESS has no concrete information about which variables 
are most used by the researchers. This can only be obtained 
through an analysis of publications that are based on ESS data and 
it remains to be seen whether all the variables are used by the 
research community.  The panel suggests that ESS in a not-too-
distant future assess the core questions and consider whether some 
of the questions that are very rarely used by researchers be 
omitted. Obviously, decisions about changing the core should be 
made very carefully since it will mean a break of continuity. 
 
ESS has spent much energy in having comparable socio-economic 
data and has come a long way in this direction. The problem is that 
the social/institutional arrangements in different countries vary. The 
ESS suggests that most of such questions are asked as country 
specific questions and that comparability is secured in the coding 
process. This seems to be a sensible procedure but of course also a 
procedure that needs a careful monitoring. Some of the socio-
demographic questions are very detailed — in some cases perhaps 
too detailed for comparative purposes. It would be interesting to 
have a survey of which of the socio-demographic variables that are 
used most frequently.  In any case, the ESS should keep in mind 
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the unique purpose of ESS to measure key attitudes and behaviours 
not merely the demographic profile of Europe. 
 
Rotating modules. Each round of ESS contains a few rotating 
modules of about 50 questions (in round 2 ESS tried unsuccessfully 
to include three modules but this meant that the number of items in 
each module became too small for satisfactory analysis). The 
content is based on a bottom-up process. Researchers are invited to 
suggest ideas for rotating modules in an open call.  
 
The advantage of the bottom-up process is evident. It means that 
European researchers with ideas can forward proposals to get data 
from a large number of countries. This is a strong motivation as 
alternative means for such cross-national data are non-existent. 
The number of applications was eight in the first round. Then it 
increased to 22 for round two, dropped to 20 in round 3 and to 14 
in round 4.  
 
The reduction in proposals is worrisome.  As the knowledge and use 
of ESS data rise, one would hope that the number of proposals for 
modules would also rise.  There are several ideas that might be 
considered to increase the quality and quantity of proposals: 

1. Use of a consistent deadline every two years for 
proposals 

2. Use of biannual announcements of the deadline in 
relevant newsletters, listservs, and journals 

3. Detailed description of the desired nature of the 
proposal on the ESS website 

4. Full disclosure of the evaluative criteria and selection 
process  

5. Presentation on the ESS website of prior successful 
proposals 

6. Support of a small grants program to write proposals 
 
The last idea deserves elaboration.  One limitation of the bottom-up 
process is that it is somewhat arbitrary what kinds of modules are 
developed and that there may be important areas that are not 
considered. Alternatively, the SAB and CCT could suggest a small 
set of topic areas deserving attention, advertise them widely, and 
offer small grants to bring together necessary teams to develop 
proposals in those areas. This might offer the right blend of 
openness to new ideas and focus on widely-acknowledged needs for 
modules. 
 
The final selection of the rotating modules is decided in the SAB. It 
is the panel’s impression that all relevant parties in the CCT and 
SAB find the discussions and selection of the modules to be 
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democratic and competent. The procedure is not simply a matter of 
routine; there is actual decision making. For instance, at one point 
the SAB has changed the suggestions from its own module selection 
subgroup.   
 
So far, the ESS has not had a policy about replication of the rotating 
modules but the ESS is aware of this problem and plans to discuss 
this in the near future. Since it may not be relevant to replicate all 
modules such discussions should also include ways of deciding the 
procedure for selecting the modules that should be included in 
coming rounds. 
 
The development of theory in much social science often is 
influenced by concern for the development of society. This means 
that there is not necessarily a contradiction between policy 
relevance and theoretical concerns. In general ESS has an academic 
focus and most of the questions are in general theoretically rather 
than policy oriented.  Thus, the ESS makes it possible to make 
strong theoretically informed research. In relation to the policy 
relevance, the self-evaluation report argues, “given the EU’s 
involvement as the single biggest funder, we would have been very 
unwise to overlook the importance of policy concerns to” (p. 12). 
The panel finds that the ESS has managed successfully to balance 
the policy and academic goals of the research.  
 
In general, the ESS (by necessity since it is a new enterprise) has 
focused on the supply side of producing questions. It would be 
interesting if the ESS would try to development some measure of 
the demands side and use such an analysis to further develop the 
questionnaire. 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 4. Are there particular subject areas (sociology, 
political science etc.) within which the ESS especially 
facilitates research?; to be demonstrated preferably by 
identifying (a) which batches of questions (about what topics) 

Recommendation 3: The researchers proposing chosen question modules should be 
required to make a scientific presentation at an SAB meeting within two years of the 
release of the round's data.  This presentation ought to have the format of an article 
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, a book-length monograph, or equivalent 
publications. 

Recommendation 2:  ESS should consider more outreach to intellectual communities 
that could benefit from ESS data but which are not yet part of the ESS network.  
These include, for example, behavioral and labor economists, researchers in social 
environment and health, scholars in communications, international relations, 
geography, and women studies. 
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are mostly downloaded and used for publications, and also by 
examining (b) information about the disciplines of the 
downloaders, thus demonstrating to what extent ESS is a 
broad infrastructure, and not relevant to some single 
academic discipline. 
 

Privacy restrictions prevented the panel from conducting its own 
survey of registered users of ESS data from the Norwegian Social 
Sciences Data Services (NSD) website.  We can know from NSD 
data that faculty and student users predominate. As shown in 
Figure 1, roughly 90% of the users are academically-based. About 
95% of the active users analyze the substantive data, but over 20% 
of the active academic users analyze the auxiliary methodological 
data sets. 
 
Figure 1. NSD users by status and sector. 

 
 

To address the question of disciplinary focus of the ESS users, the 
panel mounted a web survey of users of the Central Archive at the 
University of Cologne (see Annex 4).  About 60% of users of data 
sets from that archive also have used the ESS data at least once.  
We then examined the disciplines of those ESS users (clearly only a 
subset of all ESS users).  About 49% of the ESS users who are also 
Central Archive users are sociologists.  In order of prevalence, the 
remaining are political scientists (27%), economists (7%), 
psychologists (4%) and research methodologists (3%). 

 
Question 8. Do the data allow for measurement and 
analysis of change (in the frame of repeated cross-sectional 
research)? 
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Social science research has two principal methods for measurement 
of change: longitudinal surveys and repeated cross-section 
surveys.  Longitudinal measurement of the same persons over time 
permits the examination of changes that an individual might 
experience.  Repeated cross-section surveys permit examination of 
changes in population distributions of key attributes. ESS is a 
repeated cross-section design.  As the review panel learned, the 
relative advantages of these two approaches were seriously debated 
at the inception of ESS.  It is clear that the ESS leadership has 
given great attention to the measurement of change, by guarding 
carefully the content of the questionnaire. 
  
The review panel notes that for repeated cross-section designs to 
measure change, it is important that the responses compared cross-
time have the same meaning.  It is typical that question-wording is 
fixed across waves of a repeated cross-section design, under the 
belief that standardized wording is most likely to have equivalent 
meaning over time.  This leads to a rational conservatism to be 
hesitant to change question wording over time.  While this is 
laudable; it is not the sine qua non of temporal comparability.  
When there is evidence of undesirable measurement properties 
(e.g., through unwise translations) of a question, ESS must face the 
issue of whether to improve the question by changing its form (and 
risk cross-time noncomparability) or leave the question as is 
(creating comparable but poor measurements).  The ESS leadership 
is developing a discipline of introducing changes with some sort of 
splicing of new and old questions, and the panel supports that 
strategy. 
 
 

Question 9. What is the usefulness, quality and accessibility of 
event data related to ESS?  
 

A novel feature of the ESS is the collection of auxiliary data about 
events occurring during a given data collection.  As the panel 
understands it, the rationale for this feature was the vision that 
empirical historical social scientists of the future might use these 
auxiliary event data to measure their impact on answers given by 
persons before and after those events. 
 
The panel finds this an ambitious agenda.  It requires identification 
of what type of events might be important the each of the measures 
in the survey questionnaire, what spatial level is appropriate for 
collection (e.g., should a flood in one region of a country be judged 
in-scope?), what information should be collected for each event, 
how the collection might be standardized over all countries, and a 
host of other questions. 
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What is deficient, in the view of the panel, is spatial aggregate 
contextual data. There should be a matching country-level dataset 
which provides standardized aggregate indicators for the year of the 
survey, including the usual economic, social, institutional, and 
political indicators.  To be useful, the spatial units that could be 
analyzed should be somewhat comparable over countries.  At 
present region is used, but the size of this unit varies substantially 
from one country to another (e.g., Luxembourg is one region, 
Belgium has three, the Netherlands is two dozen). It might be 
useful for the ESS to seek advice from geographers who have 
experience matching census data to surveys and who could advise 
about the best units/level of analysis for this process.  
 
Finding:  The value of the ESS respondent data can be enhanced 
by auxiliary data from existing other sources.  These include data 
from interviewer observations of the sample neighbourhoods and 
housing units, government statistical bureau data on the 
neighbourhoods, regions, and countries.  ESS has been collecting 
records of events that occur during the data collection, ones that 
merit newspaper stories on the front pages for 3 or more days.  The 
panel believes that these auxiliary data deserve a critical review. 
The outstanding questions concern a) the analytic utility of the 
event data, given the fact that pre-post comparison of ESS data 
around the event is confounded by attributes of respondents quickly 
measured versus those interviewed late in the data collection, b) 
the relative value and cost of collecting data prior to the data 
collection of a round, c) the nature of the events that should and 
should not be documented, and d) the nature o the coding systems 
used for events. 

  

 
 

3.2 Methodological Contributions of the ESS 
 

Question 2. what is the quality of the various survey 
methods, including the quality of operationalisation of 
questions, of translations to various languages, of sample 
design and implementation (including size of national samples 
with their consequences for analyses, response rate issues 
across countries, studies of non-response bias across 
countries) and of the fieldwork, in the context of overall 
developments of survey methods and techniques? 
 

Recommendation 4: ESS should enrich the contextual data available to users (e.g., 
adding neighborhood characteristics through interviewer observation, statistical office 
data for spatial units, country-level aggregate data), even if this reduces the amount of 
resources available for the event data. 
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The ESS has a strong focus on implementing high quality survey 
methods. Participating countries have to comply with high standards 
for data collection and questionnaire design. It seems that many 
(but not all) such standards have been realised in practice. 
 
From the start, the ESS has stressed the importance of the use 
probability sampling to select national samples. It can be concluded 
that such sampling designs have been used in all countries. This is 
an important achievement of the ESS. As far as the panel knows, 
there are no other surveys that have been able to implement such 
an approach. Due to differences in local conditions with respect to 
available sampling frames, sample designs may differ from country 
to country, but they are all based on some form of probability 
sampling. Moreover, lower bounds are set to the effective sample 
size. This ensures results with at least a prescribed accuracy.  
 
Data collection in the field is in most cases by means of face-to-face 
interviewing with paper forms or CAPI. These are expensive modes 
of data collection, but are likely to produce high quality data. 
Possible effects on quality due to the use of different modes have 
not been investigated. There seem to be ideas for using different 
(cheaper) modes (internet, telephone) in the future, or even mixed-
mode data collection. To be able to comply with a high level of data 
quality, it is important to thoroughly investigate mode effects. 
 
The ESS has developed a standardised contact form. This is an 
important achievement, which not only makes it possible to 
compare fieldwork in different countries, but also allows of a better 
nonresponse analysis. 
 
Like any other survey, the ESS suffers from nonresponse. There is a 
very large variation in response rates over countries. The target of 
70% response has not been achieved in several countries. This is a 
concern, given the effect nonresponse can have on the quality of 
estimates. Some limited research has been carried out on a possible 
bias caused by nonresponse. In these studies cooperative and 
reluctant respondents were compared. However, this gives only 
very limited information about the real non-respondents. More 
research is required here. 
 
To correct for  a potential nonresponse bias, adjustment weighting 
has been carried out. Unfortunately only three weighting variables 
were incorporated in the weighting model. This may due to an effort 
to keep weighting models the same over countries. Consequently, 
weighting may only have a limited impact. It might be preferred to 
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apply the best possible weighting model in every country. More 
research is necessary here. 
 
There is an informal methods group, consisting of well-known 
outside experts. It functions as a ‘critical friend’ and ‘methodological 
conscience’. This group has played a useful rule in maintaining a 
high level of quality with respect to survey methods applied in the 
ESS, but does not appear to be an integral part of the leadership of 
ESS. 
 
The conclusion is that the ESS has had a strong focus on survey 
quality. Wherever possible, ‘best practices’ have been implemented. 
This makes the ESS one of the best multi-country surveys. The ESS 
should make every effort to at least maintain this level. The ESS 
can invest some more research that can improve the quality of its 
outcomes even more. 

 
Finding:  Efforts to implement rigorous methods yielding high 
response rates is impressive to the panel.  However, response rates 
as a sole indicator for nonresponse error are increasingly being 
replaced by attempts to balance the respondent pool on key 
auxiliary variables and supplementary studies of nonresponse bias. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Question 5.  What is the quality of data cleaning, data 
storage and data dissemination?, i.e. of archiving and 
documentation of data and making data available for users, 
allowing users to reconstruct all the elements which might 
have influenced the responses. What survey documentation is 
routinely available in various countries?  

Recommendation 8: ESS should increase studies of nonresponse bias, given the 
increasing risks posed by falling response rates. 

Recommendation 7: ESS has produced quantitative data on response rates, 
indicators of nonresponse bias, and estimates of validity and reliability on some items.  
However, survey estimates have other dimensions of quality (e.g., coverage of the 
target population, sampling variance, and other measurement errors).  More such 
quantitative indicators would help ESS users.  

Recommendation 6:  ESS should develop a quality framework for all components of 
measurement.  The framework would guide the expansion of quantitative indicators of 
field data collection performance made available to ESS users. 

Recommendation 5:  ESS is the only European-wide survey based on comparable 
probability samples.  The asset is a necessary condition for measurable survey quality.  
Data collection in future rounds should also be based on probability samples. 
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The impact that ESS will have on social science research depends in 
part on the quality of the data made available to the community of 
users and on how easy it is to access these data.  The level and 
quality of interaction between National Coordinators (NCs) with NSD 
as well as the data cleaning work performed by NSD are crucial to 
the former.  The interviews with the NSD team and conversations 
with National Coordinators suggest that NSD has invested 
significant resources to facilitate communication with National 
Coordinators and the transfer of data.  There is online workspace 
that allows for the uploading of data standards, uploading of 
datasets, transfer of documents, and general communication 
between NCs and NSD (e.g. deadlines, reminders).   
 
The data quality standards set by NSD are high and although this 
sometimes creates some tension with NCs, it ensures that only 
those datasets that meet the standards get merged in the 
integrated dataset.  Our interviews reassured us that NSD is 
investing sufficient care and expertise in cleaning the data that are 
submitted and in communicating with NCs about problems 
encountered (e.g. logical inconsistencies).  However, the panel 
believes that the data editing and processing steps are themselves 
key influences on the final quality of conclusions from ESS data 
analyses.  For that reason, the panel urges ESS to consider such 
steps as a necessary ingredient in a formally documented quality 
framework (see Recommendation 6 above). 
 
In order to evaluate the quality of access and dissemination of ESS 
data, panel members visited the ESS and NSD websites, 
interviewed the NSD team, attended the presentation by NSD in 
Barcelona, and interviewed a few users.  Three features of data 
access and dissemination deserve special praise: 1)the considerable 
speed at which data are released, which was noted at the Barcelona 
meeting, and, especially, the fact that they are no embargo periods; 
2) the great quantity and easy accessibility of methodological 
information on each individual survey at the ESS and NSD websites  
(One user said of the ESS website that "it is probably the easiest 
website that I've ever used for that kind of stuff."); 3) the ease with 
which one can download data from the various waves, from 
different countries, and from the various integrated datasets (As 
another user commented to us, "the best thing is maybe to be able 
to find the data quickly.  The ESS website is very useful in this 
regard.")  

 
Based on a user's comment and on our own experience the only 
problem that ESS should be attentive to is that the release of 
different versions of the integrated datasets, as new country files 
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arrive and are accepted for release, can sometimes lead to 
confusion among users.  After all, users cannot know in advance 
how many countries will in the end be accepted for the integrated 
dataset.   
 
It thus seems that the conditions for dissemination of high quality 
data from ESS are in place.  Comments at the SAB meeting made 
us also aware of the significant role that NSD is playing in 
facilitating the use of ESS data to users with no statistical 
background, through the provision of learning tools and tools for 
online analysis of the data.  Finally, the panel is satisfied that NSD 
is investing sufficient resources to monitor the dissemination of the 
data, including the collection of user data.  This monitoring is 
essential for improving the mechanisms currently in place. 
 
The one current limitation of the ESS website is that it is solely in 
English.  The ESS could have more impact if a multilingual website 
were created.  Indeed, one of the roles of the national coordinators 
might be to facilitate the development of such a website.  The panel 
has been alerted to the complications of this suggestion: a) keeping 
multiple-language sites synchronized to updates, b) choosing what 
languages to target, and c) threats to the ESS choice of English as 
the language of communication.  Nonetheless, we believe it 
deserves attention because such a site would act as a bridge from 
ESS to a set of new users now not benefiting from ESS.  The 
multilingual site could be developed in a set of stages.  First, more 
prevalent languages in the ESS countries and the most general text 
content might be the target.  Next, over a set of phases other 
language and other material might be targeted.  There is no need, 
in the view of the panel, that ESS abandon English as the language 
of scientific communication; nor is there wisdom in ignoring the 
possibility that some multilingual material could expand the ESS 
website audience and the diversity of the eventual user base. 
 

 
 
 

Question 10. What has been the impact to date of the ESS on 
the quality of survey research in Europe more generally and of 
European comparative social research? 
 

It is still early to assess the impact of ESS on the quality of survey 
research in Europe and of European comparative social research.  
The panel is convinced, however, that ESS has already raised 
significantly the methodological standards for comparative survey 

Recommendation 9: Creating a multilingual web site for NESTAR and ESS data should 
be hastened because it is an important tool to widen the user base.  The ESS website 
should be transformed into a multilingual site as soon as possible. 
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research in Europe.  ESS's sampling requirements are much stricter 
than those of other surveys.  Furthermore, ESS combines in a 
unique way methodological research and the practicalities of 
conducting a survey. This ensures a constant and scientifically-
grounded improvement of the survey instrument.  Finally, the ESS's 
and NSD's websites are impressive in terms of data access and 
documentation.  The fact that many ESS National Coordinators are 
or have been involved in other comparative social surveys (i.e. 
ISSP, EVS, WVS) means that ESS's innovations and improvements 
over past practices will be communicated to these other surveys 
and hopefully lead to a virtuous imitative isomorphic process.   

 
More time will be necessary to judge on the ESS's contribution to 
European comparative social research.  The scientific output based 
on the ESS has already been abundant, but the panel noticed that 
few articles have been published in the major social science 
journals.  While this is to be expected, given that the ESS is a 
young survey and that reviewing periods in prestigious journals can 
sometimes take a long time, it nonetheless means that the ESS has 
thus far had only a relatively minor theoretical or substantive 
impact. At the moment, the ESS's major contribution to 
comparative social research is its mere existence, for it is unique in 
combining 1) the inclusion of a very large number of European 
countries, 2) a focus on social scientific concerns, and 3) high 
periodicity.  This, by itself, is already impressive. 
 
Finding: the success of ESS in achieving probability samples with 
high response rates deserves widespread praise; this has had 
positive impact on survey developments in several countries. 
 
Finding: ESS has succeeded in carrying out high quality surveys in 
many countries that do not have a strong survey tradition. The ESS 
has strengthened the infrastructure of surveys and succeeded in 
developing quantitative social science in these countries. The 
participation of such countries has also strengthened the inclusion 
of such societies in the European social science milieu and created 
bonds between researchers in different parts of Europe.  Much 
remains to be done, however, and the ESS might play an even 
more important role in advancing the social sciences through active 
educational outreach. 
 

 
 

Recommendation 10: The ties between researchers in different parts of Europe might 
be deepened by a number of ESS activities for instance by expanding the training 
courses, both for methodological topics and for social theory topics. 
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3.3 Use of the ESS Data for Research and Policy Guidance 
 

Question 6. What is the assessment of data usage by 
European researchers (broken down by country), non-
member international researchers and non-academic users 
and, i.e. is utilisation of the ESS by researchers and by the 
general public appropriately high?  
 

The panel conducted three separate investigations into the uses of 
the ESS data: 

1. analyses of the characteristics of users and user sessions on 
the ESS web data archive 

2. semi-structured interviews with researchers who have 
published articles using ESS data; 

3. a web-based survey of users of the Central Archive, 
measuring experiences with ESS and other cross-national 
data sets in the social sciences. 

 
Analyses of Users of ESS Website.  ESS has largely succeeded at 
attracting data users from nearly all parts of the world. Since its 
inception, ESS has registered over 17,500 users from over 100 
countries and every populous continent. Not surprisingly, the 
majority of its users are based within large European countries that 
comprise a considerable share of the ESS data collection team. 
However, there is growing demand for ESS data among researchers 
in non-participating countries. For example, the relative year-to-
year rate of new ESS data user registrations in non-participating 
countries has exceeded the rate of new user registrations in 
participating countries since the survey’s onset. In addition, non-
participating countries have conducted actual data user sessions at 
a higher year-to-year rate than participating countries, on average. 
 
Figure 2 shows cumulative counts of new users registered on the 
ESS site and distinct user sessions.  The rate of increase of these 
two curves is sharp.  The linear trend since September 2005 of 
cumulative users suggests that new users are being added at the 
rate of 300 per month; new user sessions, at the rate of 700 per 
month.   
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Figure 2. Total cumulative new active users and cumulative 
active sessions, September, 2003 – March, 2007. 

 
 

The critical feature of this graph is the rate of increase.  The panel 
was impressed with these rates and expect that they will continue 
as the number of rounds of ESS available increase. 
 
Other data on ESS website users (see Annex 3) suggests that the 
Nesstar feature (permitting exploratory analysis of the ESS data) is 
often employed by non-academic users.  In the experience of the 
panel such users are more often seeking relatively quick answers to 
specific questions.  Hence, such tools are important to widen the 
user base beyond the academic community. 
 
In addition to the assembly of web-based statistics on NSD users, 
the panel conducted a survey of users of the Central Archive (see 
Annex 4) and found that 60% of them had used the ESS previously.  
(This population probably does not contain all ESS users, but 
permits comparison of ESS usage with that of other cross-national 
surveys.)  When we add those to others who plan to use the ESS for 
the first time in the future, we see that ESS usage will likely rival 
that of the Eurobarometer (EB), the European Values Survey (EVS), 
and the World Values Survey (WVS), data sets that have a much 
longer history than that of ESS.  Given that there will be additional 
ESS users not in this Central Archive user group, this bodes well for 
the survey. (The respondents report the highest past and future 
prevalence of use of the International Social Survey Program (ISSP) 
data.) 
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Figure 3.  Percentage of Central Archive users who are 
academics/researchers who reported past use and those 
who reported planned future use of social science datasets. 
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Semi-structured Interviews with Authors of Scientific Papers Using 
ESS data.  One panel member interviewed three different authors.  
There was great uniformity across the three in reactions to the ESS.  
They found the website easy to navigate.  They praised the level of 
documentation available at the site.  They found it relatively easy to 
download the data.  They were attracted to the ESS primarily 
because of the relevance of its measurements to their research 
interests, secondarily, the quality of the data.  They judge the 
quality of the data by the level of consistency within the data set 
and the reliability of findings over waves.  There was no single 
feature that was disliked, with one author complaining about the 
lack of innovation in the measurement; another, lack of prior 
knowledge of new modules, and another, problems with the coding 
of individual variables.  Overall, however, the three offered high 
praise of ESS. 
 
Web Survey of Users of Cross-National Social Science Surveys.  
Annex 4 presents detailed findings of the web survey of 873 users 
of data sets in the Central Archive.  Survey participants representing 
53 countries completed the survey. Of the top 20 responding 
countries, 16 of them were among the top 20 countries with the 
highest number of registered ESS users. The majority of 
respondents reported their main activity as Academic/Researcher 
(47.7%), Research/PhD student (30.7%), and other/non-PhD 
students (14.3%). Collectively, these respondents comprised 92.7% 
of the responding sample. The primary discipline of most 
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respondents was Sociology (47.7%), Political Science (24.7%), and 
Economics (9.5%). 
 
Much of the survey asked respondents to compare their experiences 
(if any) with ESS to those of the Eurobarometer, the European 
Values Survey, the International Social Survey Program, and the 
World Values Survey.  Those who used the ESS reported relatively 
more prevalent use of its documentation, field files, and 
methodological research documents.  This probably reflects the 
greater amount of such material for ESS than for the other surveys. 
Overall, the survey is currently less used for trend analysis (as 
would be expected given the limited time series) and more used for 
methodological inquiry. 
 
Perhaps the most distinctive attribute of the ESS relative to other 
cross-national European surveys is the user satisfaction with the 
ease of accessing the data sets.  Figure 4 shows that 54% of the 
ESS users reported being “very satisfied” versus 38% from ISSP, 
34-35% for the European Values Survey or the World Values 
Survey, and 30% for the Eurobarometer.  It appears that the ESS 
attention to the survey documentation and data set access has been 
well-received by users. 
 
Figure 4. Percentage of Central Archive users who reported 
being “very satisfied” with the simplicity of accessing data 
and documentation for various surveys. 
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Question 7. what ESS related outputs have been produced by 
the team and the academic and non-academic users of the 
data?  
 

Finding:  there are various types of output of findings from a 
vehicle like ESS: 

a.      articles in leading scientific peer-reviewed journals 
b.      articles in other peer-reviewed scientific journals 
c.      edited monographs 
d.      monographs 
e.      government reports 
f.       short summaries of key findings 
g.      scientific conference proceedings papers 
h.      popular media reports 

All have value; finding the proper mix is important; ESS time series 
is very short so cross-time analysis is now limited; cross-section 
uses are lower than desired; there have been many ESS-based 
presentations at recent conferences, but the number of peer-
reviewed publications is lower than desired.  If this is not corrected 
within the next 2 years, there is some concern about scientific 
impact of ESS. 
 
The panel sought from the CCT a report on the books, articles, 
reports, presentations, and other outputs of the ESS.  There have 
been 12 books, 22 book chapters (some overlap) published 
regarding the ESS between 2001 and 2007.  A common scientific 
product timetable for a program like that of ESS is to produce more 
quickly research reports and presentations on results, then follow 
those with peer-reviewed journal articles.  That is, there is normally 
a lag between analysis of the data and journal articles.   
 
Figure 5 below presents the time series of reports and 
presentations, on one hand, and journal articles, on the other.  It 
shows, as expected, larger numbers of reports and presentations 
than journal articles.  This itself is not of concern to the panel.  It 
also shows a lag between the timing of reports/presentations and 
journal articles.  This too is to be expected.  The time series shows 
increases in journal articles over the years, but a drop in 2007.  The 
panel would have preferred to see annual increases in articles each 
year; it does note that 2007 was a year of several book publications 
that might have distorted the journal article production.   
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Figure 5. Count of reports, presentations, and journal articles 
from ESS by year. 
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The panel notes that cross-round analysis of ESS will become 
increasingly attractive as the number of rounds increases.  Thus, 
the panel expects that the number of articles using the ESS in that 
way will increase over time.  Further, the panel notes that increased 
production of articles from the modules would be helpful to the 
scientific impact of ESS.  The panel believes that such output could 
be stimulated through separate analytic grants. 
 
As mentioned in the self-evaluation report one way of increasing the 
output from subsequent rounds of ESS would be to ask researcher 
who submits proposals for the rotating modules to explicitly specify 
the kind of publications that they intend to produce. Members of the 
SAB and CCT also suggested to the panel that the researchers 
whose application for a rotating module is successful might be 
required to organize a conference where they present their findings 
to the ESS community and other relevant researchers. 
 
 

 

Recommendation 11: The funding of ESS should contain incentives to encourage 
analysis and publication using ESS data (e.g., analysis grants by research councils, 
prizes for best paper from ESS, an ESS working paper series, an annual volume of 
best articles using ESS, workshops on analyzing data, commitment of module authors 
to write a report on modules, fellowships supporting ESS analysis by PhD students, 
post-docs for ESS analysis programs, the costs of translation to English), all in an 
attempt to widen the user base and scientific output of ESS. 
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Question 12.  Finally, what are the highlights in terms of 
where the ESS is producing important scientific and policy 
findings? Has ESS produced - or is it likely to produce - 
groundbreaking science that could otherwise not have 
occurred?  
 

The ESS received the Descartes Prize for excellent collaborative 
scientific research. This is in itself a major intellectual achievement. 
A book edited by Roger Jowell et al Measuring Attitudes Cross-
Nationally (SAGE, 2007) presents the project and the many 
possibilities for analyses.  
 
At present there do not seem to be products from ESS that have set 
new agendas for social science research.  The ESS self-evaluation 
notes some slowness of publications (articles in journals or book 
chapters) that use ESS data. In particular, one might have hoped 
that the principals might have put more energy into producing 
publications.  
 
The number of articles on substantive topics seems to be relatively 
small. The panel notes that the ESS data invite researchers to 
analyse macro social science theories. However, in many areas, 
these theories are not particularly well developed and in many 
cases, the distance between the theoretical concepts and survey 
data is considerable.  
 

3.4 Improvement in the European Research Infrastructure 
from ESS 
 
Question 11. To what extent has the governance and 
funding structure been adequate to meet the various aims 
of the survey? 
 

Any endeavour like ESS begins with a set of researchers with a 
common vision and energy to achieve it.  Even then, most such 
endeavours fail.   
 
The panel was impressed with the perseverance of the CCT leaders 
of ESS in assembling three different rounds of funding with a fragile 
alliance among national agencies.  While their success should be 
praised, this is not the way to conduct cutting-edge science; 
however, it should not be part of the future, given the possibility of 
infrastructure funding.  Successful infrastructure funding means 
coordinated and long-term support, in the view of the panel. 
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The panel spent some time discussing the leadership structure of 
ESS.  Among the successful scientific coalitions like ESS, it is 
common that the organization must consciously plan for the second 
era of its existence, that era that follows its initial establishment.  
The panel believes that ESS will face new challenges in this second 
era, which will be based on infrastructure funding.  While the CCT, 
the SAB, and country coordinators have served the bi-annual 
funding cycle, the ESS should now plan on a more stable 
organization.  With stability comes the responsibility of planning for 
the future.  As noted earlier, an ongoing organization can greatly 
enhance the impact of the ESS, for example: 

• developing outreach efforts to extend use of ESS data to 
larger sets of secondary school and college students 

• developing a public relations arm to enhance public visibility 
of ESS findings and their relevance to large publics 

• creating a ongoing program of scientific networks relevant to 
different core question sets 

• creating a succession plan for every component of the 
governance of ESS, to insure that the next generations of 
leaders will be ready to take the reins of the institution when 
appropriate 

• creating an outreach arm to new countries, to expand the set 
of nation-states measured in ESS 

 
A key feature of renewal in ESS is the use of question modules.  
The panel devoted considerable time to discussing the role of the 
modules in the future of ESS. 
 
Finding: The question modules added in individual rounds are a 
critical vehicle for innovation in ESS measurement.  The panel notes 
that the substantive focus of many modules lies in sociology, 
political science, or social policy.  There has yet been no module 
motivated by economics or communications.  Further, the quality of 
question modules is uneven.  ESS has taken posture of making this 
open to the initiative of the social science community and avoiding 
direct solicitation of proposals from individual scientists.  This 
¨democratic¨ posture is laudable but limits submissions to those 
who recognize ESS as an opportunity.  The panel is concerned that 
cutting-edge, innovative constructs and theories need to be 
solicited.  A review of the organisational processes to produce such 
modules should be mounted by ESS. 
 

 
 

Recommendation 12: ESS should issue a call for module proposals through relevant 
media with enough lead time for scientists to assemble the multi-country, multi-
disciplinary team, even if the call must be labeled as ¨contingent on availability of 
funding.¨ 
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Finding: the separate funding by the ESF of the methods group 
was a wise vehicle to offer independent advice to ESS on 
importation of cutting-edge methods in social measurement.  As 
ESS moves to an infrastructure status, its role will become more 
important. 
 

 
 

 
 
Finding: the leadership of ESS is to be applauded for assembling a 
strong group of devoted colleagues, whose joint efforts have made 
the survey a success.  The panel is unanimous in is belief that the 
existing leadership is one of the few coalitions that could have been 
successful in this endeavour.  However, as the survey makes the 
transition to a key part of the scientific infrastructure, its long-term 
leadership needs attention.   
 

 
  

 
 

4. Future Prospects and Challenges of the ESS  
 
In addition to a review of past performance of the ESS, the brief for 
the review panel asked the panel to comment on the following: 
 

How will the ESS need to develop over the next five to 
fifteen years? What opportunities are there? How can the 
ESS be improved? What are the key policy and research 
issues which the ESS will be able to underpin in the future? 

Recommendation 17: The CCT should similarly create institutional features to assure 
long-term strength;  the CCT should appoint a formal deputy director.

Recommendation 16:  The ESF should encourage the full institutionalisation of the 
SAB, with appointment procedures, explicit terms, and rotation of roles.  The SAB 
should create the role of vice-chair, with a fixed term, to promote the development of 
expanded leadership capacity within the SAB. 
  

Recommendation 15: the Methods group should prepare an annual report to the ESF, 
describing the quality of methods development in the survey. 

Recommendation 14: The methods group should be expanded to include scholars 
with expertise in use of contextual and spatial data, analysis of multi-country data, and 
diverse statistical analysis appropriate to complex survey data. 

Recommendation 13: ESS should choose rotating modules through a joint scientific 
panel widely representative of all the social sciences; for example, the editors of the 
major European journals, representatives from the European associations in the social 
sciences, and SAB members.   
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What are the options for widening the scope of the ESS to be 
relevant for even further disciplines/fields?  
 

If the ESS of 10 years from now were to be identical to that of 
today, the panel believes it is likely to fail to achieve its potential.  
The five- to fifteen-year future of the ESS will be influenced by at 
least four important forces: 1) the magnitude and consistency of EC 
infrastructure funding, 2) key issues that arise as the European 
community and social science evolve, 3) the willingness of 
Europeans to be measured using scientific surveys, and 4) the 
development of new and effective new tools to measure humans 
through survey-like vehicles. 
 
If the infrastructure funding is to succeed, the ESS must be assured 
that the funding for the next round will be available.  Year-to-year 
instability of funding can lead to failure merely from the resulting 
uncertainties. 
 
The social sciences are undergoing rapid theoretical and empirical 
changes; ESS must stay close to those developments for the ESS 
measurement to be relevant to them.  The evolution of relationships 
among nation-states in Europe will produce new issues of social 
interaction, new influences on behaviour, and key new attitudinal 
states of importance to understanding society.   
 
In most countries of Europe (and in the rest of the developed 
world), the household population is increasingly difficult to measure 
through scientific surveys.  This appears to be a function of the 
difficulty of contacting those sampled (more people living alone, 
more out-of-home activities), the pace of modern life (creating 
reluctance to take time for a survey interview), and a lack of trust 
in large social institutions.  To be successful the ESS must mount its 
own ongoing methodological inquiries to tackle these issues. 
 
Innovations in survey research techniques are rapidly occurring 
throughout the world.  These include the use of new technologies 
for self-report measurement (cell phones, the internet, and portable 
electronic devices), the development of adaptive designs (in clinical 
trials and surveys) to react to intermediate findings of studies, the 
combination of administrative and survey data, and the mixing of 
modes of data collection.  The ESS of the future will likely employ 
some of these tools and needs active promotion of research and 
development activities to study them. 
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The impact of the ESFRI Roadmap and its consequences 
will need to be addressed.  
 

Finding: The designation of the ESS as part of the European 
scientific infrastructure can be a key facilitator to the social 
sciences.  It will increase their rate of discovery of key influences on 
attitudes and behaviors, when key issues facing the world involve 
how people relate to other people, how people relate to new 
technology, how people affect the environment and how the 
environment affects people, how Europeans react to increasing 
globalisation, how concerns about security affect people’s day to 
day lives, and how European integration impacts Europeans.  
Climate change, for instance, presents humankind with one of the 
most serious collective action challenges it has ever had to 
confront.  The collective action problem is compounded by the need 
to address climate change decades ahead the development of the 
first tragic consequences of global warming.  The lack of an 
appropriate institutional environment means that the opportunities 
for free riding on the part of politicians, economic actors, and the 
population are huge: many individuals and groups expect others to 
invest the resources needed to face the challenge and precious time 
is wasted in adjudicating blame for the lack of action.  Free-riding is 
not the only problem, however.  There is also a cognitive problem, 
for many among the elites and the population are not aware or even 
dispute the seriousness of the problem.  In sum, climate change is 
mainly a societal problem and, like many other problems—small 
scale and big scale alike—require a steady investment of resources 
in improving our understanding of human values, attitudes, and 
behaviour.  The contribution of the social sciences to the 
strengthening of European societies will not be achieved without 
such investments.   
 
Finding:  The ESS leadership has successfully focused on launching 
the survey, garnering its round-by-round funding, and processing 
data for wide publics of users.  It has not had the time nor an 
external call for long-term planning. 
  
However, as it turns to a future that may offer more than a year-
by-year life, now is the time for longer-run thinking about the future 
of the survey.  There are rapid and dramatic changes in 
measurement tools, in the behaviour of Europeans towards social 
surveys, and statistical analytic tools.  ESS cannot be a cutting edge 
¨social telescope¨ if its design is fixed in the year 1999. 
 

 

Recommendation 18: ESS needs to monitor emerging themes in key European 
societies, new conceptual frameworks, and cutting-edge new theories, and evaluate 
their import into the ESS measurement. 
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Finding: Infrastructure in the social sciences has a different 
structure of fixed and variable costs than infrastructure in some of 
the other sciences.  Social science infrastructure requires more 
ongoing funding for maintenance but lower construction costs.  
 

 
 

 
 
The review should also consider strategy and priorities with 
national funding agencies and ESF related to data 
infrastructures, making recommendations for policy issues to 
be incorporated in the future strategic thinking of these 
stakeholders.  
 

One metaphor for the funding of the ESS is that of a three-legged 
stool: The national science foundations fund the data collection in 
their own countries, ESF funds the scientific advisory board and the 
funders’ forum, and the EC provides support for the CCT.  Assuring 
that three independent groups are coordinated would be sufficiently 
complicated, but the real picture is even more complex.  One of the 
legs on which the ESS depends has as many as 33 segments, each 
of which can cause the stool to tilt or fall.  The fragility of this 
situation is exacerbated by the fact that the ESS data increase in 
value exponentially by the consistent appearance of each country’s 
data in each round.  As part of the ESFRI process a clear challenge 
for the EC is to produce a robust funding strategy for infrastructures 
like ESS which involves many countries’ joint engagement in future 
funding. 
 
A related problem is the timing of funding decisions.  Like all big 
science programs, the ESS requires significant amounts of planning 
– for new modules, for selection of data collection agencies within 
countries, for translation of new instruments.  Completely 
independent round-by-round funding, with late notification, will lead 
to the failure of ESS in the long term and inefficient use of precious 
research euros.  

Recommendation 20:  ESS needs to articulate a future vision that addresses a) the 
growing demand to add questions and question modules, and to replicate modules, b) 
the long-term decline in survey response rates, c) the promise of alternative modes of 
data collection, including the internet, d) the increasing diversity of European 
populations, and e) the change in meaning of words over time (and the consequent 
need for orderly transition in the core questions). 

Recommendation 19:  In its new infrastructure status, ESS should have funds for an 
active public outreach function, coordinating with the similar functions of the national 
research councils.  This function will seek to make the discoveries relevant to school 
children, social and community organisations, and other important components of the 
societies. 
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Thus, the new funding structures should have a) multi-year funding 
horizons (to permit wise use of funds) and b) a safety net of 
funding, as protection against individual country’s inability to act on 
a specific round. 
 
Finding:  By using high quality methods, ESS is raising the 
standard of survey data collection in Europe.  These methods bring 
with them the opportunity to raise the standards of quantitative 
methods in the social sciences in Europe and to influence the 
improvement of other survey research in Europe.  The positive 
impact of ESS can be expanded with active outreach by ESS, and 
this is a responsibility of ESF and the national research councils. 
  

 
 

Finding:  Just as the study of smaller and smaller components of 
physical matter requires more sophisticated measurement tools, so 
too advances in social measurement will require more expensive 
tools.  In the social sciences this occurs both because discoveries 
lead to more complex questions, but also because the focus of 
measurement – human beings – are constantly changing in their 
work, family, and complex leisure activities, and thus researchers 
must continuously reinvent measurement methods to fit the 
societies they study. 
  
It is likely that the cost of the ESS will rise at rates higher than 
inflation of individual countries, without changes in its measurement 
tools.  The only way to wisely control costs is active development of 
measurement tools that are high quality and cost efficient.   

  

 
 

A specific point related to the future options is the financial 
contribution of ESF to ESS. This funding has been agreed 
up until Round 4 has been completed. Afterwards, a situation 
is envisaged where ESF could step down as a funder. This 
issue requires a dedicated analysis which will be organized 
within ESF. However, the Panel is asked to present its ideas 
and views.  
 

The panel’s discussions with diverse ESF, EC, and ESS leaders yield 
a clear conclusion.  The current plan is that a combination of EC and 

Recommendation 22:  ESS must be funded to permit active reinventing of its 
measurement approaches to maintain cost efficiency. 

Recommendation 21:  ESF should work with ESS to expand the impact of ESS on 
European social science, through sponsoring workshops with national coordinators on 
sharing advanced survey methods, on how to analyze the cross-national data.  These 
should target both graduate students and university faculty, but also journalists, 
market researchers, and government analysts. 
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national government funding should become the key mechanism for 
securing the financial future of the ESS.  The panel applauds this 
move to recognize the importance of the social sciences in the 
future of the European community and the large-science potentials 
of the social sciences.  Nonetheless, the ESS requires the input and 
evaluation of the scientific community represented by the ESF.  The 
success in the ESF assembling social science support from 25-26 
country-level science funding agencies is an accomplishment that 
offers an unusual coalition of scientists that should not be lost in the 
move to EC long-term funding. 
 
Further, the ESF, at this writing, is uniquely qualified to provide the 
EC and the European community more broadly with ongoing 
evaluation of the performance of the ESS in achieving its goals.  It 
should maintain sufficient funding for ESS that it can be a real party 
to providing oversight and review of the scientific merits of the ESS.  
Such evaluations are routinely part of any large scientific 
infrastructure program in other countries.  The quid pro quo of the 
security of long-term funding is ongoing advisory and oversight 
activities.   
 
Many infrastructure programs have ongoing advisory boards 
(numbering 10-20 scientists), appointed by the funding agencies, in 
consultation with the principal investigators.  These boards meet 
routinely, issue public minutes, and provide independent evaluative 
input to the funding agencies on a flow basis.  When infrastructure 
programs thus come up for renewal, both the funding agencies and 
the principal investigators are well-informed about the key issues 
facing the program. Smoother transition are the outcome.  ESF 
funding would be appropriate for this function. 

 

5. Recommendations on the Future Support by ESF 
and National Funding Agencies for New Rounds of 
ESS Data Collection and Dissemination 

 
The social sciences are now prepared for “big” science and the 
intellectual and research administrative complexities that arise from 
that level of operation.  The designation of the ESS as an 
infrastructure candidate recognizes this. 
 
Features of ESS Important to its Success.  The ESS, as an example 
of European research infrastructure, has key features that should be 
of paramount concern in the design of future funding strategies: 

a) it is inherently collaborative across scientists in different 
countries; strengthening that coalition will strengthen its 
product; 
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b) it is a virtual organization; enhancing the ability for the 
principals to interact across space efficiently will improve the 
product; 

c) it releases its measurement democratically, to the entire 
world, through the internet; continuously enhancing the tools 
for dissemination will improve its product; 

d) it offers technology transfer to the commercial research sector 
through high standards of design and data collection 
demanded of commercial data collection agencies; defining 
continuous improvement on that score will make European 
data collection companies more competitive; 

e) it attracts university students to research in social science; 
enhancing its educational outreach will increase the strength 
of Europe in the social science in the next decades; 

f) it offers increasing capabilities to track key social trends; 
improving the timeliness of data and lengthening the time 
series is important. 

 
The Flow of Funding. The panel suspects more and more scientific 
infrastructure projects will not involve the building of physical 
facilities (e.g., the large hadron collider), but investments in virtual 
facilities.  Virtual facilities tend to have a different ratio of fixed 
costs versus variable costs.  This is true of ESS.  The creation of the 
facility to do the ESS measurement (survey design work, 
translation, sample design) is small relative to the cost of data 
collection.  The EC must recognize this for ESS to achieve its vision. 
 
The design of ESS thus far has involved the collection of data every 
two years.  This mimics other ongoing data collection series, but 
produces a spike in funding needs every two years, rather than flat 
funding across the years.  The panel notes that there is no scientific 
reason for collecting data every two years; indeed, there are real 
advantages to ongoing data collection.  The future funding 
strategies might wisely consider change in data collection frequency 
that is more compatible with national science foundations annual 
funding. 

 

6. Conclusions 
 
In sum, the panel concludes that the ESS has the potential to be a 
key tool for European social science to advance over the coming 
years.  In its first three rounds it has demonstrated success in 
laying the foundation for these advances.  It needs continued 
funding, aggressive devotion to methodological innovation, strong 
outreach to wider networks of researchers, expansion of its 
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educational and public relations outreach, and succession plans for 
key leadership roles. 
 
Our recommendations to the ESF are the following: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Recommendation 4: ESS should enrich the contextual data available to users (e.g., 
adding neighborhood characteristics through interviewer observation, statistical office 
data for spatial units, country-level aggregate data), even if this reduces the amount of 
resources available for the event data. 

Recommendation 8: ESS should increase studies of nonresponse bias, given the 
increasing risks posed by falling response rates. 

Recommendation 9: Creating a multilingual web site  for NESTAR and ESS data 
should be hastened because it is an important tool to widen the user base.  The ESS 
website should be transformed into a multilingual site as soon as possible. 

Recommendation 7: ESS has produced quantitative data on response rates, 
indicators of nonresponse bias, and estimates of validity and reliability on some items.  
However, survey estimates have other dimensions of quality (e.g., coverage of the 
target population, sampling variance, and other measurement errors).  More such 
quantitative indicators would help ESS users.  

Recommendation 6:  ESS should develop a quality framework for all components of 
measurement.  The framework would guide the expansion of quantitative indicators of 
field data collection performance made available to ESS users. 

Recommendation 3: The researchers proposing chosen question modules should be 
required to make a scientific presentation at an SAB meeting within two years of the 
release of the round's data.  This presentation ought to have the format of an article 
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, a book-length monograph, or equivalent 
publications. 

Recommendation 1:  The panel unanimously finds that the importance of ESS, its 
demonstrated success in initial launch, and its clear signals of impact justify fully 
continuous funding at levels necessary to achieve its vision and maintain its quality. 

Recommendation 2:  ESS should consider more outreach to intellectual communities 
that could benefit from ESS data but which are not yet part of the ESS network.  
These include, for example, behavioral and labor economists, researchers in social 
environment and health, scholars in communications, international relations, 
geography, women studies, and psychologists. 

Recommendation 5:  ESS is the only European-wide survey based on comparable 
probability samples.  The asset is a necessary condition for measurable survey quality.  
Data collection in future rounds should also be based on probability samples. 
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Recommendation 19:  In its new infrastructure status, ESS should have funds for an 
active public outreach function, coordinating with the similar functions of the national 
research councils.  This function will seek to make the discoveries relevant to school 
children, social and community organisations, and other important components of the 
societies. 

Recommendation 11: The funding of ESS should contain incentives to encourage 
analysis and publication using ESS data (e.g., analysis grants by research councils, 
prizes for best paper from ESS, an ESS working paper series, an annual volume of 
best articles using ESS, workshops on analyzing data, commitment of module authors 
to write a report on modules, fellowships supporting ESS analysis by PhD students, 
post-docs for ESS analysis programs, the costs of translation to English), all in an 
attempt to widen the user base and scientific output of ESS. 

Recommendation 10: The ties between researchers in different parts of Europe might 
be deepened by a number of ESS activities for instance by expanding the training 
courses, both for methodological topics and for social theory topics. 

Recommendation 12: ESS should issue a call for module proposals through relevant 
media with enough lead time for scientists to assemble the multi-country, multi-
disciplinary team, even if the call must be labeled as ¨contingent on availability of 
funding.¨ 

Recommendation 13: ESS should choose rotating modules through a joint scientific 
panel widely representative of all the social sciences; for example, the editors of the 
major European journals, representatives from the European associations in the social 
sciences, and SAB members.   

Recommendation 14 The methods group should be expanded to include scholars with 
expertise in use of contextual and spatial data, analysis of multi-country data, and 
diverse statistical analysis appropriate to complex survey data. 

Recommendation 15: the Methods group should prepare an annual report to the ESF, 
describing the quality of methods development in the survey. 

Recommendation 16:  The ESF should encourage the full institutionalisation of the 
SAB, with appointment procedures, explicit terms, and rotation of roles.  The SAB 
should create the role of vice-chair, with a fixed term, to promote the development of 
expanded leadership capacity within the SAB. 
  

Recommendation 17: The CCT should similarly create institutional features to assure 
long-term strength;  the CCT should appoint a formal deputy director.

Recommendation 18: ESS needs to monitor emerging themes in key European 
societies, new conceptual frameworks, and cutting-edge new theories, and evaluate 
their import into the ESS measurement. 
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Recommendation 20:  ESS needs to articulate a future vision that addresses a) the 
growing demand to add questions and question modules, and to replicate modules, b) 
the long-term decline in survey response rates, c) the promise of alternative modes of 
data collection, including the internet, d) the increasing diversity of European 
populations, and e) the change in meaning of words over time (and the consequent 
need for orderly transition in the core questions) 

Recommendation 21:  ESF should work with ESS to expand the impact of ESS on 
European social science, through sponsoring workshops with national coordinators on 
sharing advanced survey methods, on how to analyze the cross-national data.  These 
should target both graduate students and university faculty, but also journalists, 
market researchers, and government analysts. 

Recommendation 22:  ESS must be funded to permit active reinventing of its 
measurement approaches to maintain cost efficiency. 
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Annex 1 – Biographies of the Review Panel Members 

Jelke Bethlehem 

Jelke Bethlehem is Senior Survey Methodologist at the Methodology 
Department of Statistics Netherlands. He is in involved in research 
projects in the area of survey methodology (nonresponse and 
online-research), and coordinates European research activities. He 
is also a part-time professor in Statistical Information Processing at 
the University of Amsterdam.  

He studied mathematical statistics at the University of Amsterdam. 
After obtaining his pre-doctoral degree he was employed as 
Research Worker at the Statistical Department of the Mathematical 
Centre in Amsterdam. His work concentrated on multivariate 
statistical analysis and development of statistical software.  

In 1978 he joined the Department for Statistical Methods of 
Statistics Netherlands, first as Research Worker and later as Senior 
Statistician. His main topics were the treatment of nonresponse in 
sample surveys, in which he obtained his Ph.D., and disclosure 
control of published survey data.  

From 1987 to 1996 he was head of the Statistical Informatics 
Department (a research unit within the Division of Research and 
Development), which concentrated on the development of standard 
software for processing survey data. The important fields of study of 
the unit are the Blaise System for computer-assisted survey data 
collection and data processing, the StatLine system for the 
electronic dissemination of statistical publications, tabulation 
packages, and software for weighting sample survey data. 

Juan Diez Medrano 
 
Juan Díez Medrano is a Professor of Sociology at the Universidad de 
Barcelona and Coordinator of the Research Program "Institutions 
and Networks in a Globalized World" at IBEI (Instituto Barcelona de 
Relaciones Internacionales).  He earned his PhD. at the University of 
Michigan (1989) and was formerly employed by the University of 
California, San Diego (1989-2003) and the International University 
Bremen (2003-2004).  In Winter of 2006 he was the holder of the 
Luigi Einaudi Chair in European and International Studies at Cornell 
University.  He is the author of Divided Nations (Cornell University 
Press, 1995), Framing Europe (Princeton University Press, 2003), 
and articles published in American Sociological Review, Social 
Forces, Theory and Society, Ethnic and Racial Studies, and 
Comparative European Politics, among others.  He has also 
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presented numerous papers at conferences organized by the 
American Sociological Association, International Sociological 
Association, Council for European Studies (USA), European Union 
Studies Association, and Society for the Advancement of Socio-
Economics.  Over the years he has received numerous grants and 
fellowships, in Spain, the United States, and Germany, among 
them, the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation fellowship (1995).  
He has also been a Visiting Scholar at ZUMA (Mannheim, Germany) 
and the WZB (Berlin, Germany).  Other former professional 
activities include work as Program Specialist (P-3) for UNESCO. 
Also, as a staff member of the Spanish public opinion survey 
institute, ASEP, he has participated in the ISSP study.  He is 
currently working on a comparative study among Western trade 
unions in the United States, Great Britain, France, Austria, and 
Germany, that focuses on their contrasting reactions to free trade 
agreements with less developed countries. 
 
Robert M. Groves (chair) 
 
Robert M. Groves is Director of the University of Michigan Survey 
Research Center, Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Michigan, Research Professor at its Institute for Social Research, 
and Research Professor at the Joint Program in Survey 
Methodology, at the University of Maryland.   
 
He is the author (with F. Fowler, M. Couper, J. Lepkowski, E. Singer, 
R. Tourangeau) of Survey Methodology (Wiley, 2004); chief editor 
of Survey Nonresponse (Wiley, 2002); author (with M. Couper) of 
Nonresponse in Household Interview Surveys (Wiley, 1998); author 
of Survey Errors and Survey Costs (Wiley, 1989) (named as one of 
the most influential books in survey research in the last 50 years by 
AAPOR); a co-editor of Measurement Errors in Surveys (Wiley, 
1991); chief editor of Telephone Survey Methodology (Wiley, 1988); 
the author (with R. Kahn) of Surveys By Telephone (Academic 
Press, 1979); and an author of many journal articles in survey 
methodology. 
  
His current research interests focus on theory-building in survey 
participation and models of nonresponse reduction and adjustment.  
This work uses social psychological, information processing, 
sociological, and linguistic conceptual frameworks to understand 
mechanisms that link a decision about whether to participate in a 
survey with the eventual quality of survey estimates. 
 
Groves has an A.B. degree from Dartmouth College and a Ph.D. 
from the University of Michigan.  He is a fellow of the American 
Statistical Association, an elected member of the International 
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Statistical Institute, a National Associate of the US National 
Academies, National Research Council, former President of the 
American Association for Public Opinion Research, former Chair of 
the Survey Research Methods Section of the American Statistical 
Association.   
 
Peter Gundelach 
 
Peter Gundelach is a professor of sociology at the University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 
 
His main research fields are: social change, political sociology, 
protests and social movements, voluntary associations, values, 
national identity. He is the author/co-author or editor of about 20 
books and author/co-author of a large number of articles. 
 
He is a member of the European Values Study Group and the 
principal Danish researcher.  He is a member of the Advisory Board 
of the Rockwool Foundation, chairman of the Velux Foundation 
advisory board on research on social trust, and a member of other 
Danish research councils, research committees, etc.  
 
He has been an advisor to The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary 
Foundation, the Norwegian Research Council, and the Belgian 
Research Council.  He is a frequent reviewer for several journals 
 
Professor Gundelach has received research grants from the 
Fulbright Commission, The Danish Social Science Research Council, 
Nordic Council of Ministers, The Rockwool foundation, and the Aage 
V. Jensen Foundation.  His present research projects include: 1) 
“The Heart of Denmark” (A Danish Version of Bellah et al Habits of 
the Heart) 2) Political Visions and Collective Actors 3) Religion in a 
Comparative Perspective – A  European US network that aims at 
establishing comparative surveys, and the 4) The European Values 
Survey 2008. 
 
Pippa Norris 
 
Pippa Norris is the McGuire Lecturer in Comparative Politics at the 
John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University.  She 
has also served recently as the Director of the Democratic 
Governance Group at the United Nations Development Program in 
New York.  
 
Her research compares democracy, elections and public opinion, 
political communications, and gender politics in many countries 
worldwide.  She has published more than three-dozen books, 
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including a series of volumes for Cambridge University Press: A 
Virtuous Circle: Political Communications in Postindustrial Societies 
(2000, winner of the 2006 Doris A. Graber award for the best book 
in political communications), Digital Divide: Civic Engagement, 
Information Poverty and the Internet Worldwide  (2001), 
Democratic Phoenix: Political Activism Worldwide (2002) and Rising 
Tide: Gender Equality and Cultural Change Around the Globe (with 
Ronald Inglehart, 2003), Electoral Engineering: Voting Rules and 
Political Behavior (2004), Sacred and Secular: Religion and Politics 
Worldwide (with Ronald Inglehart, 2004, winner of the Virginia 
Hodgkinson prize from the Independent Sector), and Radical Right: 
Voters and Parties in the Electoral Market (2005).  
 
Other authored or co-authored books include On Message (1999), 
Electoral Change Since 1945 (1997), Political Recruitment (1995), 
British By-elections (1990), Politics and Sexual Equality (1986).  
Edited books include Britain Votes 2005 (co-edited with Christopher 
Wlezien, 2005), Framing Terrorism (2003), Britain Votes 2001 
(2001), Critical Citizens (1999), Critical Elections (1999), The 
Politics of News (1998, 2nd edition 2007), Elections and Voting 
Behaviour (1998), Britain Votes 1997 (1997), Women, Media and 
Politics (1997), Politics and the Press (1997), Passages to Power 
(1997), Comparing Democracies (1996, 2nd ed. 2002, 3rd edition 
2009), Women in Politics (1996), Different Voices, Different Lives 
(1994), Gender and Party Politics (1993), British Elections & Parties 
Yearbook (1991, 1992, 1993).  
 
She is President of the Political Communications section of APSA 
and she was President of the Women and Politics Research Group of 
APSA and Co-Founding Chair of the Elections, Parties, and Public 
Opinion Group (EPOP) of the PSA.  
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Annex 2 — Brief for Review Panel of European 
Social Survey 

 
 

 

 
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR THE SOCIAL 

SCIENCES (SCSS) 
 

 
 
 

Brief for Review panel of European Social Survey 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
The European Science Foundation is seeking to organize a comprehensive review of 
the European Social Survey in order to:  

(A) assess the achievements to date in relation to the goals and design which 
      were formulated in 1999 and 2000; and  
(B) make recommendations to the ESF and national funding agencies on the 
     options and modalities for support of the Survey in the future. 

The ‘Blueprint’ was published in 1999 and the ESS grant application to the European 
Commission in 2000 (see paragraph 3 for details). The design and procedures were 
conditioned by the available budget. The goals further evolved in applications for 
subsequent rounds. 
 
This ESS Review is foreseen by the 2007 Memorandum of Understanding on ESS 
which was signed by ESF and ESF Member Organizations and other related national 
funding agencies. The ESS Review is organized by the ESF Standing Committee for 
the Social Sciences (SCSS) at the request of the ESF Chief Executive Officer.  
 
The Memorandum of Understanding is an agreement between funding agencies and 
ESF specifying their long term co-operation related to the ESS. It acknowledges the 
essential role of the European Commission in support of the ESS and takes notice of 
the complementary role of the various funding partners in the ESS project.  
 
For the purpose of this ESS Review, an independent ESS Review Panel will be set 
up. The Review Panel will report to the ESF Chief Executive Officer, who has signed 
the above Memorandum of Understanding with funding agencies and is responsible 
for the ESF share in ESS funding.  
 
In terms of future possible options, the Review should take notice of the 2006 
Roadmap produced by the European Strategic Forum for Research Infrastructures 
(ESFRI) and subsequent opportunities under the EC Seventh Framework 
Programme to create more structural funding for the Survey. 
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2. Terms of Reference 
 
The Review will have two parts. In part (A), an assessment will be given of the 
achievements of the Survey since it was established, in particular from 2002 
onwards. In assessing these achievements the Review Panel will consider in 
particular:  
 
(1) has the ESS achieved its goals in terms of data comparability across Europe? 
How successfully was the ESS specification adhered to and implemented across the 
various countries at each wave? To what extent is the data comparability affected by 
the combination of multiple data collection agencies? Were lessons learnt and 
changes put in place in future rounds?  
 
(2) what is the quality of the various survey methods, including the quality of 
operationalization of questions, of translations to various languages, of sample 
design and implementation (including size of national samples with their 
consequences 
for analyses, response rate issues across countries, studies of non-response bias 
across countries) and of the fieldwork, in the context of overall developments of 
survey methods and techniques? 
 
(3) do the topics covered both in the core questionnaire and in the rotating modules 
fall within the framework set out at the origin of the Survey? To what extent is the 
ESS both theory and policy relevant? Is the mechanism for the generation and 
selection of rotating modules working well? Is the Survey encouraging 
interdisciplinarity?  
 
(4) are there particular subject areas (sociology, political science etc.) within which 
the ESS especially facilitates research?; to be demonstrated preferably by identifying  
(a) which batches of questions (about what topics) are mostly downloaded and used 
for publications, and also by examining (b) information about the disciplines of the 
down loaders, thus demonstrating to what extent ESS is a broad infrastructure, and 
not relevant to some single academic discipline. 
 
(5) what is the quality of data cleaning, data storage and data dissemination?, i.e. 
of archiving and documentation of data and making data available for users, 
allowing users to reconstruct all the elements which might have influenced the 
responses. What survey documentation is routinely available in various countries?  
 
(6) what is the assessment of data usage by European researchers (broken down by 
country), non-member international researchers and non-academic users and, i.e. is 
utilization of the ESS by researchers and by the general public appropriately high?  
 
(7) what ESS related outputs have been produced by the team and the academic 
and non-academic users of the data?  
 
(8) do the data allow for measurement and analysis of change (in the frame of 
repeated cross-sectional research)? 
 
(9) what is the usefulness, quality and accessibility of event data related to ESS?  
 
(10) what has been the impact to date of the ESS on the quality of survey research 
in Europe more generally and of European comparative social research? 
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(11) to what extent has the governance and funding structure been adequate to 
meet the various aims of the survey? 
 
(12) Finally, what are the highlights in terms of where the ESS is producing 
important scientific and policy findings? Has ESS produced - or is it likely to produce 
- groundbreaking science that could otherwise not have occurred?  
 
An important focus of the review is on part (B), which will address the future options 
related to the Survey from the perspective of ESF and the national funding agencies, 
again acknowledging the vital role of the European Commission in the survey and in 
Research Infrastructures more generally. Questions raised in this context include: 
How will the ESS need to develop over the next five to fifteen years? What 
opportunities are there? How can the ESS be improved? What are the key policy and 
research issues which the ESS will be able to underpin in the future? What are the 
options for widening the scope of the ESS to be relevant for even further 
disciplines/fields?  
 
In answering these questions, the comments and recommendations arising from the 
methodological and substantive issues in part (A) will be relevant. The impact of the 
ESFRI Roadmap and its consequences will need to be addressed. The review 
should also consider strategy and priorities with national funding agencies and ESF 
related to data infrastructures, making recommendations for policy issues to be 
incorporated in the future strategic thinking of these stakeholders.  
 
A specific point related to the future options is the financial contribution of ESF to 
ESS. This funding has been agreed up until Round 4 has been completed. 
Afterwards, a situation is envisaged where ESF could step down as a funder. This 
issue requires a dedicated analysis which will be organized within ESF. However, the 
Panel is asked to present its ideas and views.  
 
 
3. Conduct of the Review 
 
The Review Panel should review the following documentation: 
 
- The European Social Survey (ESS) – a research instrument for the social sciences 
in Europe. (“Blueprint”; Report prepared for the Standing Committee for the Social 
Sciences, June 1999); 
- ESS Grant Applications to European Commission as well as Contracts offered on 
the basis of them, 2000 and subsequent years;  
- Memorandum of Understanding European Social Survey, ESF, 2007; 
- Measuring Attitudes Cross-Nationally; Lessons from the European Social Survey.  
(Book edited by Roger Jowell, Caroline Roberts, Rory Fitzgerald and Gilian Eva, 
Sage Publications 2007); 
- Self-evaluation Report to be submitted by the ESS Central Coordinating Team, 
addressing the points (1) to (12) above; 
- Key publications produced on the basis of ESS data sets, to be suggested by the 
CCT; 
- Whenever relevant, basic survey material (questionnaires and so on) as accessible 
through the ESS web pages www.europeansocialsurvey.com. 
 
The Review Panel should also consult with the ESS Principal Investigator, two or 
three members the ESS Central Coordinating Team, the Chair and two members of 
the Science Advisory Board, one or two members of the Specialist Advisory Groups 
(Methods Group, Sampling Panel, Translation Taskforce and of Question Design 
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Teams) and around four National Coordinators. Further evidence should be obtained 
from national funding agencies, from the EC divisions who have funded each Round, 
the Infrastructure grants, and Descartes Prize and from ESF, involving two SCSS 
members. 
 
In addition it will be important that the Review Panel is able to obtain the views of the 
user community (including potential users). This can be done in the form of a user 
survey (to be organized by CCT on the Panel’s behalf to comply with Data Protection 
regulations) apart from more detailed interviews with key respondents.  
 
 
4. Review Report 
 
The Review Panel is requested to prepare a report of approximately 5,000 words, 
covering the review criteria detailed above. The proposed structure for the report is 
as follows:  
(1) Executive Summary 
(2) Background to the Review 
(3) Overview of the rational for an European Social Survey 
(4) Comments, addressing the review criteria, outlined in paragraph 2 above  
(5) Recommendations on the future support of ESF and national funding agencies for 
new rounds of ESS data collection and dissemination 
(6) Conclusions 
 
 
5. Time table 
 
 

August 2007 Review panel appointed, 
Briefing by ESF 

15 October 2007 CCT submits Self-evaluation Report 

September 2007 – 
January 2008 

Review panel reviews evidence, 
and collects additional relevant information  

14-16 November 2007 
 

Review panel conducts series of interviews, 
back to back with SAB meeting in Madrid 

Early February 2008 
Review Panel submits draft Report to CCT  
for comments and checking of factual errors, 
and to ESF  

April 2008 Review Panel submits final Report to ESF  

 
(CCT= Central Coordinating Team; SAB= Science Advisory Board) 
 
 
 
 
HS, 07/07/07 
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Annex 3 – Characteristics of Registered Users 
of the ESS Website 

 
A.3.1 Introduction 
This section describes Characteristics of Registered Users of the ESS 
website between September 2003 and November 2007. Registered 
ESS users are those who have directly logged into the ESS data 
website hosted by Norwegian Social Sciences Data Services (NSD), 
and does not include indirect data users who acquired ESS data 
from a secondary source. The following tabulations from the 
website’s administrative data were requested by the ESS Review 
Panel and produced by the NSD staff.  
 
A3.2 User Characteristics and Data File Usage 
Between September 2003 and November 2007, a total of 16,284 
people registered for access to ESS data on http://ess.nsd.uib.no/, 
of which 10,995 became active users of ESS data. Roughly 90% of 
active users are academics, including faculty/research staff and 
PhD/non-PhD students. The remaining 10% have non-academic 
affiliations, such as government/non-government organisation, 
private enterprise, and others (see Figure A.3.2.1).  
 
Data users can choose to use data from a single round of ESS or 
from multiple rounds. Thus far, approximately 70% of active ESS 
users have opted to use a single round of data (see Figure A.3.2.2 
for a breakdown of single and multiple-round usage). The Panel 
expects the amount of multiple-round use to increase as more 
rounds become available. Academics have comprised the majority 
of multiple-round data users, while non-academics have tended to 
use only a single round of ESS data (see Figure A.3.2.3).  
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Figure A.3.2.1 Total number of registered and active ESS 
users by user type (2003-2007). 

 
 
Figure A.3.2.2 Percentage of active users accessing 
single/multiple rounds of data. 
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Figure A.3.2.3 Percentage of active users accessing 
single/multiple rounds of data by user type. 

 
 
 
 
In addition to the questionnaire data files accessed by 
approximately 95% of active users, ESS also distributes 
methodological datasets with additional interviewer data, multitrait-
multimethod study data, and household contact attempt 
information. These datasets have been used by approximately 20%, 
10%, and 10% of active ESS data users, respectively. Academics 
are the primary users of these data (see Figure A.3.2.4).  
 
 
Figure A.3.2.4 Percentage of active users accessing 
questionnaire and/or methodological data (2003-2007). 

 
Groups do not add to 100% because each user could use multiple 
files. 
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4.3 Nesstar Usage 
 
The Nesstar Webview system is an online data analysis and 
downloading tool provided by the ESS data archive to facilitate data 
usage among ESS users.  Nesstar has become a popular tool among 
active ESS data users, as evidenced by the large proportion of 
active ESS users (40%) who have used the Nesstar system at least 
once. Over 20% of active users have used Nesstar exclusively for 
accessing ESS data  (see Figure A.3.3.1).  
 
Figure A.3.3.1. Percentage of active users accessing ESS data 
via Nesstar and/or Web (2003-2007). 

 
 
Nonacademic users access Nesstar at higher rates than academic 
users (see Figure A.3.3.2). Thus, the benefit of Nesstar appears to 
be  high among user groups who are less likely to have access to 
sophisticated analysis software that is more often found in academic 
research settings.  
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Figure A.3.3.2. Percentage of active Nesstar and non-Nesstar 
users by user type (2003-2007). 

 
 
ESS data users have used Nesstar for analysis of ESS data, 
downloading of ESS data, and/or both.  Approximately 47% of 
Nesstar users have exclusively used Nesstar’s analysis tool, 26% 
have exclusively used Nesstar for data downloads, and the 
remaining 27% have used both the analysis and downloading 
features of the Nesstar system (see Figure A.3.3.3).  
Non-PhD students and non-academic persons exclusively use the 
analysis function of Nesstar at a greater rate than Faculty/Research 
staff and PhD thesis students. In contrast, Faculty/Research staff 
and PhD thesis students appear to use the analysis and download 
(or download only) functions of Nesstar at a higher rate than other 
users, with private individuals close behind (see Figure A.3.3.4).  
 
Figure A.3.3.3. Percentage of Nesstar users who have used 
specific Nesstar functions (2003-2007). 
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Figure A.3.3.4. Percentage of Nesstar users using specific 
Nesstar functions by user type (2003-2007). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
A.3.4 ESS Data Usage Trends by Country 
 
Figure A.3.4.1 shows the cumulative number of unique active ESS 
users by country per month over yearly intervals since the data 
archive was first launched. That is, if a user analyzed/downloaded 
data several times during a month they were counted once during a 
calendar month, the user was counted as one user this month. 
However, if a user analyzed/downloaded data for example in June 
and July, the user was counted twice. Figure A.3.4.2 shows the 
cumulative number of active user sessions by country over four 
yearly intervals since the data archive was first launched. The 
figures show that CCT member countries, as well as the most 
populated countries, have accounted for the majority of unique 
active users per month and active user sessions since the beginning 
of ESS. However, other non-CCT countries have seen increases in 
unique monthly data users and active user sessions over the last 
few years.  
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Figure A.3.4.1 Cumulative counts of unique active users by 
country per month since the ESS data archive was first 
launched (2003-2007).  

Country 

Oct. 
’03 – 
Sept. 
‘04 

Oct. 
’04 – 
Sept. 
‘05 

Oct. 
’05 – 
Sept. 
‘06 

Oct. 
’06 – 
Sept. 
‘07 

Average 
Yearly 

Increase 
(%) 

Australia 15 18 27 34 32% 
Austria 81 189 342 475 84% 
Belgium 132 264 640 1280 114% 
Canada 27 43 59 88 49% 
Czech Republic 20 63 135 232 134% 
Denmark 151 219 494 662 68% 
Estonia 32 66 166 285 110% 
Finland 119 227 371 569 69% 
France 66 133 378 653 120% 
Germany 406 731 1284 1976 70% 
Greece 141 179 238 334 33% 
Hungary 25 52 90 154 84% 
Iceland 2 6 25 45 199% 
Ireland 72 152 312 458 88% 
Israel 77 131 201 270 53% 
Italy 86 149 272 440 73% 
Lithuania 3 7 17 32 122% 
Luxembourg 21 36 54 66 48% 
Netherlands 136 241 463 673 72% 
Norway 180 353 660 994 78% 
Poland 85 170 385 706 103% 
Portugal 94 143 248 430 66% 
Romania 9 15 33 67 97% 
Russia 4 9 20 47 127% 
Slovakia 9 18 76 104 153% 
Slovenia 38 209 523 1254 247% 
Spain 225 395 794 1195 76% 
Sweden 69 136 265 395 80% 
Switzerland 80 202 313 466 85% 
Turkey 5 10 28 67 140% 
UK 351 573 1009 1517 63% 
Ukraine 2 3 42 78 479% 
USA 189 341 597 929 70% 

Restricted to countries with at least 30 cumulative unique active data users per 
month over the 4-year period. 
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Figure A.3.4.2 Cumulative counts of active user sessions by 
country since the ESS data archive was first launched (2003-
2007). 

Country 

Oct. 
’03 – 
Sept. 
‘04 

Oct. 
’04 – 
Sept. 
‘05 

Oct. 
’05 – 
Sept. 
‘06 

Oct. 
’06 – 
Sept. 
‘07 

Average 
Yearly 

Increase 
(%) 

Australia 17 20 29 40 18% 
Austria 104 250 485 651 140% 
Belgium 204 419 1037 2016 105% 
Canada 41 59 78 113 44% 
Czech Republic 25 93 185 320 272% 
Denmark 192 276 666 906 44% 
Estonia 40 78 199 362 95% 
Finland 176 309 495 748 76% 
France 83 165 513 919 99% 
Germany 567 987 1723 2643 74% 
Greece 222 268 351 490 21% 
Hungary 33 64 110 195 94% 
Iceland 2 6 28 52 200% 
Ireland 97 194 395 570 100% 
Israel 96 181 282 391 89% 
Italy 116 199 359 582 72% 
Luxembourg 25 40 61 78 60% 
Netherlands 166 280 589 860 69% 
Norway 242 465 871 1446 92% 
Poland 113 212 491 926 88% 
Portugal 137 204 342 579 49% 
Romania 15 22 42 79 47% 
Russia 4 11 25 57 175% 
Slovakia 10 20 108 147 100% 
Slovenia 52 424 959 2423 715% 
Spain 290 502 1057 1655 73% 
Sweden 97 185 353 520 91% 
Switzerland 94 257 406 613 173% 
Turkey 5 11 34 78 120% 
UK 461 755 1364 2054 64% 
Ukraine 2 3 50 92 50% 
USA 228 422 736 1186 85% 

Restricted to countries with at least 40 cumulative data user sessions over the 4-
year period. 
 



Annex 4 — Results of Survey of Users of Cross-National European Social Science Data 
Sets 
 

by Joseph Sakshaug 
Staff to the Review Panel 

 
 

A.4.1 Survey Methods 
 
The review panel mounted a survey of users of cross-national social science data sets  to obtain comparative 
measures of ESS usage relative to other social science datasets. The sample included registered users of the 
Central Archive, a department within the German Social Science Infrastructure Services (GESIS-ZA) based in 
Cologne, Germany. The Central Archive is a repository of over 5,000 data sets, including the Eurobarometer, the 
European Values Survey, the World Values Survey, and the International Social Survey Program, but not including 
the European Social Survey. The Central Archive hosts a website that allows users to browse, analyze, download, 
and order survey data and related documentation. Over 2,000 data users have used the website to access cross-
national social science datasets. Users must register with the Central Archive in order to gain access to these 
survey data files. 
 
The panel contacted Dr. Ekkehard Mochmann, Head of the European Data Laboratory in Comparative Social 
Research (ZA-EUROLAB) at the Central Archive at the University of Cologne, Germany, who was willing to mount a 
survey of 2,251 cross-national data users for whom email addresses were available.  The European Science 
Foundation (ESF) contracted with Itera, a commercial survey agency in The Hague, the Netherlands, to host a web 
survey. Three days prior to the survey request, an email was sent to the Central Archive users to explain the purpose 
of the survey and to encourage participation. The survey was advertised as an ESF-sponsored survey of cross-
national data usage. There was no mention of ESS or its review in any correspondence with survey participants. 
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The questionnaire consisted of 17 questions that asked respondents to report their past and projected future usage of 
the following survey datasets: the European Social Survey (ESS), the Eurobarometer (EB), the International Social 
Survey Program (ISSP), the European Values Survey, and the World Values Survey. The order of the survey names 
was randomized in order to minimize potential response order effects. Due to embedded skip patterns in the 
questionnaire, not every question was asked of all respondents. Further, respondents were allowed to skip any 
question. Therefore, the analytic sample size of each question varies. 
 
After the survey request was made, follow-up reminder emails were sent to nonrespondents once per week. Unique 
user ID’s were used to monitor the response status of each user and to prevent users from participating in the survey 
multiple times. The data collection period lasted 4 weeks; beginning on February 17, 2008 and ending on March 17, 
2008.  
 
At the close of the survey, 873 of the 2,251 Central Archive users, or 39%, had completed the survey. Out of the 
2,251 user email addresses, 117 were no longer working at the time of the survey request. Removing those users 
from the sample increases the completion rate to 41%. An additional 119 users started the survey, but did not 
finish it. These ‘partial’ respondents were treated as nonrespondents in the survey and were excluded from the 
data analysis. The data were assembled and analyzed at the University of Michigan by Joseph Sakshaug. 
 

A.4.2 Data Analysis 
 
The analytic sample size of each question varies due to embedded skip patterns in the questionnaire and/or 
respondents’ unwillingness to provide a response to every item. In addition, a web server error affecting 41 cases 
was identified after the survey commenced. These users were excluded from the data analysis. Thus, the full 
analytic sample size was reduced from 873 to 832. Further, not all percentages add to 100 due to rounding. 
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A.4.3 Respondent Characteristics 
 
Survey participants representing 53 countries completed the survey. Of the top 20 responding countries, 16 of 
them were among the top 20 countries with the highest number of registered ESS users. The majority of 
respondents reported their main activity as Academic/Researcher (47.7%), Research/PhD student (30.7%), and 
other/non-PhD students (14.3%). Collectively, these respondents comprised 92.7% of the responding sample. The 
primary discipline of most respondents was Sociology (47.7%), Political Science (24.7%), and Economics (9.5%). 

 
 

 15   How would you describe your main activity? Please select one only. 
 
47.7%  Academic/Researcher 
30.7     Research/PhD student 
14.3     Other student 
1.6      Government 
1.2      Non-governmental organization 
0.2      Journalist  
2.0      Private enterprise 
0.6      Private individual 
1.7      Other 
100%   Total  
832     n 
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 16   What is your primary discipline? Please select one only. 
 
45.8% Sociology 
24.7   Political Science 
2.8     Psychology (or Social Psychology) 
9.5     Economics 
3.0     Social/Public Policy 

 0.1     Anthropology 
1.9     Demography 
2.4     Communications 
0.5     History 
1.6     Business 
4.0     Research Methodology  
3.6     Other 
100%  Total 
829    n   
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17   In which country are you normally based? Please select one only. 

Country Number 
Percent 
of Total Country Number 

Percent 
of Total Country Number 

Percent 
of Total 

ARGENTINA 1 0.12% GEORGIA 1 0.12% NORWAY 8 0.97% 
AUSTRALIA 7 0.85 GERMANY 199 24.03 PHILIPPINES 3 0.36 
AUSTRIA 27 3.26 GREECE 4 0.48 POLAND 15 1.81 
BELGIUM 18 2.17 HONDURAS 1 0.12 PORTUGAL 18 2.17 
BRAZIL 1 0.12 HONG KONG 1 0.12 ROMANIA 6 0.72 

BULGARIA 3 0.36 HUNGARY 13 1.57 
RUSSIAN 
FEDERATION 3 0.36 

CANADA 19 2.29 IRELAND 8 0.97 SLOVAKIA 5 0.6 
CHILE 4 0.48 ISRAEL 7 0.85 SLOVENIA 17 2.05 

CHINA 3 0.36 ITALY 31 3.74 
SOUTH 
AFRICA 2 0.24 

CYPRUS 3 0.36 JAPAN 19 2.29 SPAIN 28 3.38 
CZECH 
REPUBLIC 16 1.93 

KOREA, 
REPUBLIC OF  8 0.97 SWEDEN 27 3.26 

DENMARK 14 1.69 LATVIA 11 1.33 SWITZERLAND 16 1.93 

DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC 1 0.12 LIECHTENSTEIN 1 0.12 

TAIWAN, 
PROVINCE OF 
CHINA 3 0.36 

ECUADOR 1 0.12 LITHUANIA 1 0.12 TURKEY 7 0.85 
EGYPT 1 0.12 LUXEMBOURG 1 0.12 UKRAINE 2 0.24 

ESTONIA 3 0.36 MACEDONIA 1 0.12 
UNITED 
KINGDOM 35 4.23 

FINLAND 11 1.33 NETHERLANDS 46 5.56 USA 122 14.73 
FRANCE 23 2.78 NEW ZEALAND 2 0.24 TOTAL 828 100.00% 
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A.4.4 Past Usage of Cross-National Datasets 
 
 
About 60% of respondents reported having used ESS data at least once, which is higher than the World Values 
Survey (56%) and the European Values Survey (52%), but lower than the International Social Survey Program 
(74%) and the Eurobarometer (63%). Given the shorter history of ESS relative to these other survey programs 
as well as the recruitment of survey participants from a non-ESS data website, the panel found this usage rate 
to be a positive indicator of the popularity that ESS has achieved in a relatively short amount of time.  
 

1    Please say, for each survey, how many times you have made use of its data? 
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The International 
Social 

Survey Program 
(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Zero times    36%    39%    46%    25%    43% 
One or more 

times 
63 60 52 74 56 

Don’t know 1 1 2 1 1 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

n 752 752 744 792 750 
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Respondents cited using ESS for several purposes. Usage of ESS for ‘teaching and training purposes’ ranked 
higher than the majority of listed survey programs, suggesting that students and the future scholars are 
increasingly being exposed to ESS data in training programs.. ESS users reported accessing ‘methodological 
research documents’ at a higher rate than users of the other listed survey programs. Thus, it appears that ESS 
users are taking advantage of the methodological work that ESS makes available to the public domain. 
 
 2   In what ways have you used each of the following survey(s)? Please select all that apply. 
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
For personal use 54% 56% 54% 60% 61% 
For teaching and training 

purposes 
42% 41% 38% 39% 39% 

For distribution to other 
students or other data users 

17% 15% 19% 17% 20% 

To access survey 
documentation 

46% 55% 48% 52% 48% 

To access fieldwork 
documents 

21% 34% 25% 27% 24% 

To access methodological 
 research documents 

23% 36% 29% 33% 28% 

None of the above   7%    7%    6%    5%    4% 
n 468 442 379 582 418 

Percentages do not add to 100 because of multiple answers by some respondents. 
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Respondents reported using ESS for both methodological and substantive analyses at a higher rate than the 
majority of listed survey programs. The rate of users using ESS for mainly methodological analyses was highest 
among the listed survey programs, slightly edging the International Social Survey Program. The apparent 
popularity of ESS as a methodological analysis tool is a strength of the survey.  
 
 3   What was the main focus of your analyses? Please answer separately for each of the following 

survey(s). 
 

 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Mainly substantive    71%   62%    73%    61%    75% 
Mainly methodological 11 15 10 14 9 
Both equally 18 23 17 25 16 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 458 434 367 575 409 
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ESS users reported using its data primarily for multi-country analyses, rather than single-country analyses. The 
results are comparable to the other listed survey programs; however, ESS appears to be used for this purpose at 
slightly higher rates than most of the others.  
 
4   Did you use data on one country alone, or did you compare more than one country? Please answer 

separately for each of the following survey(s). 
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Used data from one country only    10%      8%    12%    13%      7% 
Used data from more than one 

country  
90 92 88 87 93 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 459 431 370 574 412 
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The use of ESS for longitudinal data analysis is lower than that of other listed survey programs. This is not 
surprising given the short existence of ESS relative to other survey programs. At the time of this writing, ESS has 
released only three rounds of data and has not yet repeated any of its rotating modules. In the future, as more 
rounds of data become available and modules begin to repeat over time, we expect that the longitudinal 
component of ESS will be utilized at higher rates.  

 
 

 5   Did you use data for trend analyses to analyze change over time? Please answer separately for 
each of the following survey(s). 

 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey 

Program (ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Yes     55%    33%    50%    42%    51% 
No 45 67 50 58 50 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 462 432 369 577 406 
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About 46% of ESS users reported presenting findings from ESS data at conferences, seminars, or similar events. 
Comparatively, the rate of ESS user presentations ranks in the middle of the other listed survey programs. 
 
 7   How many times have you presented findings from each of the following survey(s) in conferences, 

seminars, or similar events?  
 

  
The 

Eurobarometer 
Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 

Survey (EVS) 

The International 
Social 

Survey Program 
(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 

Survey (WVS) 
 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 

Zero times    38%    46%    49%    39%    47% 
One or more times 60 53 49 60 52 
Don’t know    2   2   2   1   2 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 466 438 374 580 412 
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The percentage of ESS users producing at least one publication using ESS data (45%) was smaller than that for 
other listed survey programs. Again, this is not surprising given ESS’s limited existence and the length of time 
required for the peer-review process. (A better indicator of outputs may be a user’s planned use of ESS data for 
future publication projects. This question was asked of respondents and is reported in Section A.4.6.) 
 
 
8   Consider publications such as a dissertation, thesis, academic paper or journal article, book or 

book chapter, newspaper, or magazine article. Please report how many of your publications (if 
any) have used data from each of the following survey(s).  

 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
0    43%    52%    53%    44%    52% 
1 or more 54 45 44 55 46 
Don’t know   3   3   3   2   2 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 464 436 373 578 410 

 
Among ESS users who published findings using ESS data, the most frequently cited user outputs were unpublished 
working papers/dissertations (51%), refereed journal articles (29%), conference proceedings (28%), book 
chapters (27%), and coursework (27%). Compared to other listed survey programs, ESS ranked first for 
conference proceedings and last for refereed journal articles. Respondents were not asked whether their 
conference proceedings will serve as bases for future refereed journal articles.(Anticipated publication of future 
outputs in refereed journal articles was asked of respondents and is summarized in Section A.4.6.) 
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9   What was the specific output of your work? Please select all that apply for each of the following 

survey(s). 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Published as a book   8%   6% 14% 12% 12% 
Published as a chapter 

in a book 
30% 27% 30% 32% 34% 

Published as an article 
in a refereed journal 

30% 29% 32% 30% 33% 

Published as an article 
elsewhere, including 
web publishing 

17% 16% 15% 16% 15% 

Published in conference 
proceedings 

27% 28% 22% 22% 27% 

Coursework  28% 27% 30% 25% 27% 
Unpublished, including 

working papers, 
dissertations 

49% 51% 56% 54% 51% 

None of the above   3%   1%   3%   1%   2% 
n 251 196 163 315 189 

 Percentages do not add to 100 because of multiple answers by some respondents. 
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A.4.5 User Satisfaction with Accessing Survey Datasets 

 
Users of ESS reported greater satisfaction with the simplicity of accessing its data and documentation, compared 
to users of other survey programs. 54% of ESS users reported being ‘very satisfied’ with the simplicity of 
accessing ESS data and documentation. The next most favorable rating was given to the International Social 
Survey Program, with 38% of its users reported being ‘very satisfied’ with the simplicity of accessing ISSP data 
and documentation.  
 
6    Rate how satisfied you are with the simplicity of accessing data and documentation for each of the 

following survey(s). 
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey 

Program (ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Very satisfied     30%    54%    35%    38%    34% 
Somewhat satisfied 38 29 39 37 37 
Neither satisfied  
nor dissatisfied  

13   8 11 12 12 

Somewhat dissatisfied 11   4   6   7   8 
Very dissatisfied    4   1   1   2   3 
Not sure   4   4   7   4   6 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 467 442 377 585 417 
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A.4.6 Future Use of Survey Datasets  

 
About 59% of respondents indicated that they were likely to use ESS datasets for future analyses (Question 10). 
Similarly, 68% of respondents reported being ‘somewhat likely’ or ‘very likely’ to use future rounds of ESS data 
(Question 14). These results were higher than those of the other listed survey programs, with the exception of the 
International Social Survey Program, which garnered about 3-4% more pledged use than ESS.  
 

10   Are you planning to use any of the following survey datasets for future analyses? Please answer 
separately for each of the following survey(s). 

 
  

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Yes    53%    59%    49%    63%    49% 
No 11  9 11  6 12 
Don’t know 37 33 40 31 39 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 776 780 777 793 782 
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14   How likely or unlikely are you to use future rounds of data from each of the following surveys?  
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Very likely    30%    35%    27%    42%    27% 
Somewhat likely 29 33 30 28 30 
Somewhat unlikely 11   7 10   6 11 
Very unlikely   7 45   7   3  7 
Not sure 22 21 26 21 25 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 793 792 790 810 795 
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Figure A.4.6.1. presents the percentage of respondents who reported using ESS in the past (12%), as well as 
those who have never used ESS, but who plan to use it in the future (12%). ESS and the European Values Survey 
share the highest rate of planned use among all listed survey programs. The total of past use and planned use is 
over 70%; slightly larger than that of the Eurobarometer. These results suggest that ESS is well-positioned to be 
extensively used in the future and may, over time, generate more overall usage than other established survey 
programs. 
 
 
Figure A.4.6.1. Percentage of all respondents who reported past use and those who reported planned 
future use of social science datasets. 
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Figure A.4.6.2. shows the percentage of Academics/Researchers who reported using ESS in the past (62%), as 
well as those who have never used ESS, but who plan to use it in the future (13%). The rate of planned future use 
of ESS among Academics/Researchers was the highest among all other listed survey programs. The total 
accumulation of past use and planned use is about 75%; slightly higher than the World Values Survey (74%) and 
the European Values Survey (68%). 
 
Figure A.4.6.2. Percentage of academics/researchers who reported past use and those who reported 
planned future use of social science datasets 
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Figure A.4.6.3. shows the percentage of All Students (including PhD and non-PhD) who reported using ESS in the 
past (55%), as well as those who have never used ESS, but who plan to use it in the future (12%). The 
percentage of students who reported past use of ESS exceeded the percentage of those using all other listed 
survey programs, with the exception of the International Social Survey Program. The percentage of planned future 
use of ESS among students was among the highest, trailing only the European Values Survey. The total 
accumulation of past and planned use of ESS was 67%, which exceeded 3 out of the other 4 listed survey 
programs. 
 
Figure A.4.6.3. Percentage of all students who reported past use and those who reported planned 
future use of social science datasets 
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About 48% of respondents who anticipate using ESS for future analyses report that they plan to present their 
findings at a future conference, seminar, or similar event. This result appears to be comparable to the rate of 
planned future presentations using the other listed survey datasets. 
 

11   For which of the following surveys (if any) are you planning to present the results of your analysis 
at a future conference, seminar, or similar event?   

 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Plan to present results    53%    48%    45%    52%    44% 
Do not plan to present 

results 
12 15 13 15 16 

Don’t know 36 37 43 33 40 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

n 394 441 355 491 362 
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About 53% of respondents who reported using ESS data for future analyses reported that they plan to publish 
their results. Similar to planned future presentation of results at conference events (see above), the rate of 
planned publishing of ESS results is similar to that of other listed survey programs. 
 
 12   For which of the following surveys (if any) are you planning to use the results of your analysis for 

a future dissertation, thesis, academic paper or journal article, book chapter, newspaper, or 
magazine article?  
 

 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Plan to publish results    56%    53%    48%    59%    51% 
Do not plan to publish results   9 10 10 10 12 
Don’t know 35 37 42 30 38 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
n 400 441 357 493 363 

 
Among respondents who plan to use ESS data for future analyses and who plan to publish their results, 32% 
expect to publish their results in a book chapter, 69% expect to publish their results in a refereed journal article, 
and 23% expect to publish their results in another form of article. These rates of future publishing exceeded (or 
tied) those of all other listed survey programs. Therefore, it appears that future uses of ESS will likely lead to 
higher rates of publications than are currently being seen (see Section A.4.4 for reported rates of past publishing 
of ESS results).  
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 13  What is the most likely output of your work? Please select all that apply for each of the following 
survey(s). 

 
 

The 
Eurobarometer 

Survey (EB) 

European 
Social 
Survey 
(ESS) 

European 
Values 
Survey 
(EVS) 

The 
International 

Social 
Survey Program 

(ISSP) 

The World 
Values 
Survey 
(WVS) 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 
Published as a book 11% 13% 16% 15% 16% 
Published as a chapter 

in a book 
28% 32% 31% 28% 28% 

Published as an article 
in a refereed journal 

67% 69% 65% 69% 64% 

Published as an article 
elsewhere, including 
web publishing 

21% 23% 20% 21% 18% 

Published in conference 
proceedings 

28% 27% 26% 26% 26% 

Coursework  20% 19% 20% 16% 21% 
Unpublished, including 

working papers, 
dissertations 

31% 33% 35% 31% 31% 

None of the above   1%   1%   3%   1%   1% 
n 218 225 163 282 175 

Percentages do not add to 100 because of multiple answers by some respondents. 

  


